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ABSTRACT

Risk benefit analysis is a new and potentialìy useful analytical tool

appl icable to problems of social choice. The objective of this thesis'

therefore, is to consider the theory, appl ications and impl ications of

risk benefi t analysis in relation to its use on a potential ly signifi-

cant environmental problem. ln short, the objective is to evaluate risk

benefit analysis as a decision making tool for an existing environmental

hazard. To faci ì itate this process, the problem of pesticide container

disposal in Hanitoba wi I I be considered. The pesticide container dis-

posal problem is of interest because the magnitude of the problem is not

known, nor are the full environmental and health risks. Thus, it is an

examBle of an environmental problem to whìch the methodoìogy of risk

benefit analysis is particularìy weì I suited.

Due to the nature of the pesticide container problem, there are ìim-

ited data avaiìable. Thus, rather than attempting an explicit risk ben-

efit analysis, this thesis will focus on the potential, applicability'

and conceptual difficulties associated with risk benefit anaìysis in re-

lation to the problem of pesticide container disposal.

To achieve this end, the thesis will consist of five chapters. Chap-

ter Two wi I I provide a discussion of some of the theoreticaì concepts

associated with risk or cost benefit analysis. t'lore specifically' the

problems associated with the distribution of the costs, benefits and

risks of an action among a population wi I I be considered. Also, this
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chapter prov¡des a discussion of the conceptual difficuìties of risk or

cost benefit analysis which result when markets fai I or do not exist.

Finalìy, Chapter Two provides a discussion of the concepts of risk in

economics, as well as the valuation of human life. Technical aspects of

the container disposal problem are presented in Chapter Three in order

to ilìustrate the physical dimensions of the probìem, as well as the po-

tential pol icy prescriptions. ln doing so, the parameters which must be

considered in an analysis of the problem are presented. The focus of

Chapter Four is the treatment of some of the mechanics of the applica-

tion of risk benefit anaìysis to the pesticide container disposal prob-

lem. Finally, Chapter Five summarizes the results of the analysis and

presents recommendations in order to faciìitate the actuaì application

of the tool in an empiricaì analysis of the container disposaì problem.

Risk'benefit anaìysis provides decision makers with a range of infor-

mation not generated by other decision making tools. ln particular, it

incìudes and provides a greater range of information than does conven-

tionaì cost benefit analysis. However, it is a significantìy more cost-

ly process than cost benefit analysis. Risk benefit analysis is as-

sessed by considering its performance under a variety of scenarios when

juxtaposed wi th cost benefi t analysis. The pesticide container probìem

supplies two such general scenarios (and a number of minor ones) '
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCT I ON

I.I INTRODUCTION

New products, processes and publ ic pol icies are vehicles for the im-

provement of social conditions. The introduction of such products, pro-

cesses and policies often resuìts in the generation of a series of ef-

fects on the human popu I at i on and the env i ronment. The magn i tude and

nature of these effects is often unknown. Heightened awareness that

these effects may exis"t has resulted in increased caution, in both the

introduction and regulation of new technoìogies. This is especial ly

true in the North American context where the public and poìitical sensi-

tivi ty to heaì th and envi ronmental r i sk i s great. I n short, the pro-

cesses through wh i ch pub ì i c and env i ronmenta I safety are ensured have

become more complex. Confì icting social, poì i tical and economic objec-

tives have been translated into increased caution reìating to the ana-

lytical methods necessary to evaluate the effects of sociaì change, both

ex ante and ex post. Thus, a number of methodoìogies for the evaluation

of such effects have evolved in an effort to reconcile conflicting so-

cial, political and economic objectives.



1.2 PoLICY EVALUAT I ON F RAI,IE hJORKS

Projects or poì icies which alter human mortal ity or the environment

must be evaìuated within the context of a consistent framework. A num-

ber of such frameworks exi st, among these are market regulation, ño-

risk, technoìogy based standards, cost effectiveness, cost benefit anaì-

ysis and risk benefit analysis. The decision to utiìize one of these

frameworks may affect the choice of a pol icy mechanism as wel I as the

degree to which decision makers are abìe to make rationaì trade-offs

among confl icting economic, social and poì itical goaìs. Each of the

above evaluation frameworks has its own characteristics, strengths and

weaknesses.

The framework of market regulation requires the use of stringent as-

sumptions regarding consumer information and rational ity. Therefore to

avoid risk, individuaìs would el iminate "risky products and jobs with no

compensating attributes" from the range of aìternatives considered.

Hence, "risky products and jobs" v,/ould not exist unless a premium for

risk were paid. ln practise, however, market imperfections exist. This

frameworkt,sees the costs of bureaucracy constraining private decisions

as larger than costs arising from market imperfections" and advises ac-

cepting the current imperfections.r

The no-r i sk framework is based on

exposed to additional or

the ph i I osophY that the Pubì i c

unnecessary r i sk (where unneces-

The most notable examPle of this
shouìd not

sary r i sk

be

is defined by reguìators) .

r Lave,
wor ks

Lester B. ; The Strategv of Soc ia ì Regula't þn:
f or Poì icy The Brook ings I nst i tute; t'lash ington

Decision Frame-
C.; t98l; pp.

g-l I
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is, the Delaney Clause of the Food, Drug and Cosmetics Act in the United

States which requires that a substance be banned if there is evidence of

carcinogenicity.2 lf the Delaney Clause were strictly appl ied, substanc-

es in which carcinogens occur natural ly, as wel I as those synthetic

substances which are found to contain carcinogens, would be banned.

Thus, it would become necessary to ban a significant number of substanc-

êS, such as natural foods. Further, the Delaney Clause implies that any

risk is unnecessary, even if the population's health is not at risk.

The technology based

technol ogy and requ i res

standard empl oys the

anaìysis of a hazard.

eng i neer i nS j udgement as to the best ava i I ab I e

made. The resulting standard will be based upon

costs. s

best avai lable control

From this analysis, äñ

controì technol ogy i s

that technology and its

to the mathematical probìem of opti-

an attempt to ach i eve a

terms to r¡get the b iggest

Cost effectiveness is anaìogous

mization under constraints. ln

goaì within a fixed budget, or in

bang for the buckrr. a

short, it i s

coì ìoquial

The cost benefit framework requires the enumeration of the costs and

benefits of an action, and a balancing of these two streams. Similar to

cost effectiveness, cost benefit analysis is anaìogous to the mathemati-

caì problem of optimization under constraints, the difference being the

compl exi ty of the objective function. As costs and benef i ts vary wi th

'? lbid.; pp. l1-.l3.

3 lbid.; pp. l3-'l4.

a lbid.; p. 20.
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regulatory levels, the cost benefit framework requires quantification of

these sources of var i at i on. s

general, this formThe sixth framework is risk benefit anaìysis. ln

of analysis recognizes risks, and the probability of

in the balancing of costs and benefits of a proposed

tion.

success or fai lure

regulation or ac-

eonceptual ly, risk benefit anaìysis is of interest because it goes

beyond the cost benefit paradigm by requiring expìicit consideration of

the nature of probabilistic events. However, no formal risk benefit

methodology exists, thus difficulties resuìt. Due to these difficuì-

ties, risk benefit analysis has had only a ìimited range of applications

(for example, the regulation of ne;ticide use), and as a result remains

ìarge'l y untested.

Risk benefit analysis is a new and potentially useful anaìytical tool

appl icable to problems of sociaì choice. The objective of this thesis'

therefore, is to consider the theory, appl ications and impl ications of

risk benefit analysis in reìation to its use on a potentially signifi-

cant environmentaì problem. ln short, the objective is to evaluate risk

benefit anaìysis as a decision making tool for an existing environmental

hazard. To faci I itate this process, the problem of pesticide container

disposal in l'lanitoba wi ìl be considered. The pesticide container dis-

posal problem is of interest because the magnitude of the problem is not

known, nor are the full environmental and health risks. Thus, it is an

example of an environmental problem to which the methodology of risk

lb id. ; p. 20
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benefit analysis is particularly well suited.

t.3 r{E PESTICIDE CONTAINER DISPOSAL PROBLE14

Pesticide use in I'lanitoba, as in most agricultural regions, has grown

significantly in recent history. The increased usage is attributabìe to

a desire for increased agricultural productivity. The magnitude of this

growth can be demonstrated by comparing the number of hectares (ha.)

treated with herbicides in 1952 (702,000 ha.) to the number of hectares

treated with herbicides in 1915 0,797,000 ha.).' Growth in the usage of

pesticides has directly resulted in increased rural soì id waste in the

form of pesticide containers. Due to increasingly concentrated pesti-

cide formulations, the growth of solid waste has likeìy been outstripped

by the growth of pesticide usage. However, to the extent that pesticide

rèsidue in containers may pose a hazard to health anä the environment;

increased concentrations of the residue would I ikely add to the problem

of proper container dîsposal. The magnitude of the pesticide container

disposal problem is not known, nor are the effects on non-target spec-

res.

The existence of spent pesticide containers in the environment is

known to present a sol id waste problem. However, the existence of be-

tween fifty and two hundred and fifty milliìitres of chemical residue in

unrinsed containers couìd aìter the nature of this waste problem signif-

icantly. ln short, rather than simply posing a solid waste problem, the

existence of spent containers may take on the characteristics of a haz-

t'lan i toba Agr i cu I ture; [e¡jleþê
1984; p. l0l.

Aqriculture

5
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ardous waste probìem. Thus, the definition of the pest¡cide container

disposaì problem becomes unclear; it couìd be a solid waste problem with

a hazardous waste component or alternatively and more seriously, a haz-

ardous waste probl em wi th a sol i d bJaste component. The sol i d waste

problem is composed of two elements: land use and aesthetic aspects.

Alternativeìy, the hazardous waste problem may have significant n-egative

effects on non-target species, including man. Given the hazardous waste

element, the problem of pesticide container disposal has significantìy

different impl ications and I ikeìy requires different pol icy prescrip-

tions. Hence, the choice of problem definition is an important factor

in the determination of pol icy alternatives for container disposaì con-

trol . Thus, as stated above, thi s i s an example of an envi ronmental

problem to which the methodology of risk benefit analysis is suited.

I "4 SUI'I|'ìARY'

Risk benefit anaìysis a conceptual ly attractive and potential ly use-

fuì decision making methodology for a wide range of environmentaì prob-

ìems. The objective of this thesis is to consider the theory, applica-

tion and the impì ications of risk benefit anaìysis in relation to a

potential ìy significant environmental hazard. This appl ication wi I I be

i I lustrated by considering the problem of pesticide container disposaì

in f4anitoba.

Due to the nature of the pesticide container problem, there are lim-

ited data available. Thus, rather than attempting an explicit risk ben-

efit analysis, this thesis wi ì ì focus on the potentiaì, appl icabi ì ity'

and cqnceptual difficulties associated with risk benefit anaìysis in re-

lation to the problem of pesticide container disposal.

-6-



To achieve this end, the thesis wi I I consist of five chapters.

Chapter Two wi I ì provide a discussion of some of the theoretical con-

eepts associated with risk or cost benefit analysis. f'lore specifically'

the problems associated with the distribution of the costs, benefits and

risks of an action among a population wi I ì be considered. Aìso, this

chapter will provide a discussion of the conceptual d¡fficuìties of risk

or cost benefit analysis which result when markets fail or do not e>tist.

Final ly, Chapter Two wi ì ì provide a discussion of the concepts of risk

in economics, as weìl as the vaìuation of human life. Technical aspects

of the container disposal problem wilì be presented in Chapter Three in

order to i I lustrate the physical dimensions of the problem, as wel I as

the potential pol icy prescriptions. ln doing so, the parameters which

must be considered in an analysis of the probìem will be presented. The

fseus of Chapter Four will be a tre.atment of some of the mechanics of

the application of risk benefit anaìysis to the pesticide container dis-

posal problem. Finaìly, Chapter Five summarizes the results of the

analysis and presents recommendations in order to faciìitate the actual

appl ication of the tooì in an empirical anaìysis of the container dis-

posal probl em.

7



Chapter I I

RISK AND COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS: DISTRIBUTI0N' EFFICIENCY
AND RISK

2"\ I NTROD UCT I ON

Risk and cost benefit anaìysis are founded on the tenets of welfare

economics. Thus, the conceptual weaknesses of welfare economics are

shared by the methodoìogies of risk and cost benefit analysis. This

chapter wi I I provide a discussion of some of these conceptual difficul-

ties. Hore specifical ly, the problems associated with the distribution

of the costs, benefits and risks of an action among a population will be

'considered. Also, this chapter will provide a discussion of the con-

ceptuaììy difficulties resulting from market failure. Finally' a dis-

cussion of the concept of risk in economics, as weìì as the valuation of

human ìîfe, wilì be considered in this chapter.

Both risk and cost benefit analysis are frameworks for public deci-

sion making. Risk benefit anaìysis is a hybrid of cost benefit anaìy-

sis, and as such, subject to the same basic conceptuaì diff¡culties. As

Dasgupta and Pearce suggest,rrcost-benefit anaìysis purports to be a way

of deciding what society prefers. Where only one option can be chosen

from a series of options, cost-benefit analysis should inform the deci-

sion-maker as to which option is social ly most preferred.r't Definitions

Ajit K. Dasgupta
Pract i ce, (London:

and D.V,l. Pearce, @!;!gt!-! Analvsis: Theory e¡d
flact'lillan Press Ltd., 1972), p. .l9.

I
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of cost benefit anaìysis range from its description as a simple profit

and ìoss accounting to "virtually any anaìytic method that organizes in-

formation on aìternative courses of action or displays possible trade-

off opportunities, thereby structuring decision-making."2 ln the most

general sense, cost benefit analysis refers to the measurement of the

net economic benefits from any change in resource allocation.3 lt is

not, however, a rule which wouìd make the decision for the decision-mak-

er but rather, as stated, the systematic analysis of alternative courses

of action.a Prest and Turvey state "cost-benefit anaìysis is a practicaì

way of assessing the desirability or projects, where it is important to

take a long view ... and a wide view...'rs ln short, cost benef it anaìy-

.l= is a decision making tool which requires that all costs and benefits

be enumerated.

ln its simplest form, cost benefit is an accounting procedure.

However, as much as cost benefit analysis is an accounting technique, it

is aìso a form of general equilibrium analysis. lf the indirect effects

stemming from a project or pol icy are not considered, flìisal location of

resources can resuìt. lf secondary-effects are not considered, misal lo-

cation of resources can result. These secondary-effects encomPass im-

2 14ichaeì S. Baram, "Cost-Benefit Anaìysis:
Hea I th, Safety, and Env i ronmenta I Regu I atory
Law Quarter-Ly, Voì. 8, I979-80, pp. \77-\78.

An lnadequate Basis for
Dec is ion-l'tak ing", ECel_q-gI

Robin Boadway, Pubìic Sector
Company, 1979) , p. 171.

a Committee on Principìes of Decision-f'laking for
the Envi ronment, Deci sion-]'lqki ¡g for Regulating
lelo,en!, (Wash i ngton, D . C. : Nat iona I Academy

39"

Economics, (Boston: Little, Brown and

Regulating Chemicals in
Chemicals in the Envi-

of Sc i ences , 197Ð, p"

s A.R. Prest and R. Turvey'
Jpgl¡al, Vol. 75, 1965, p

"Cost-Benefit Analysis; A Surveyrr,
683.

9
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pacts on persons ' i ndustr i es and regions. ln this sense, the costs and

entire country are considered rather thanon anbenef i ts of a proj ect

just the effects on one person, sector and region.

As suggested cost benefit analysis (in its simplest form) is an ac-

counting procedure which allows decision-makers to take a "wide view" of

a project. There are, however, significant difficulties in defining

scope of the distributional and efficiency questions to be considered.

Distributionat issues are vaìue laden. Thus, it is necessary to examine

the choice of a sociaì welfare criteria, as well as the manner in which

streams of costs and benefits are al located over time. Further, it is

necessary to d i fferent i ate between the quant i ty of a good soc i ety de-

mands, and the quantity it is will ing to pay for. As stated previously'

conceptual difficul,ties arise when markets fail or do not exist. lt is,

therefore, important to consider the impact of market failure on risk or

cost benefit analysis. The balance of this chapter will provide an ex-

amination of these issues, as well as of the problem of extending cost

benefit anaìysis to incorporate risk to heaìth and the environment. To

facilitate this discussion, the following organizational structure is

used:

Distributional issues,

a) Pareto Optimal ¡ ty,

b) Wi I ì ingness-to-pay and effective demand'

c) Discount rate'

Efficiency lssues,

a) Technical External ities'

2
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4

b) Ownership External ities,

c) Publ ic Good External ities,

Extension to Risk Benefit Analysis'

a) Econom i cs of R i sk ,

b) Vaìuation of Life,

Summary.

2.2 DISTRIBUTIONAL I SSUËS

Welfare economics and cost benefit analysis are founded on the as-

sumption that a social welfare function exists. The social weìfare

function is defined as being "a function of the utiìity levels achieved

by the individuals of societyrr6 or as "an aggregate measure of nationaì

or social weìfarerr.? ln a mathematical sense, coqt. benefit anaìysis

seeks the maximization of thê social weìfare function.

Aìthough cost benefit analysis is a means of identifying the pol i-

c i es wh i ch soc i ety prefers, the quest i on of 'twhat does soc i ety prefer?"

remains.E The social welfare function provides a basis from which this

question can be approached. This concept (the sociaì welfare function)

is based on the value judgement that individual preferences matter;

therefore, social preferences are an aggregation of individual prefer-

ences. e

6 Boadway, 0p. cit., p. 23.

? Edwin l'lansf ield, l'1 icroeconomics, (New York: l'J.W. Norton and Co

197Ð, p. 450.

8 Dasgupta and Pearce,0p. cit., p.70.

e tbid.
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Bergson defined the social welfare function as "the vaìue which is

understood to depend on al ì variables that might be considered as af-

fecting welfare".lo For practical purposes, Bergson restricted this con-

cept in two ways:

l. Economic and non-economic variables are differentiated,

Z. Social welfare is a function of individual util îties which in

turn are a function of the relevant variables.

These restrictions present practical probìems. With respect to variable

differentiation, Bergson suggests that non-economic variables can affect

economic variables but are not affected by economic variables. This im-

pì ies that in the determination of sociaì welfare, only economic vari-

ables should be considered.rr There is however, no valid reason to neg-

lect a non-econom.ic variabìe such as aesthetic value from the social

welfare function.r2 ln the second case, it is' impì ied that individual

preferences count, however the probìem of defining both the social wel-

fare function and an individuaì's welfare function remain.r3

ln the above context, sociaì welfare may reflect therrdictates of

an oligarchy, or the whims of a dictator, or the values of a class or

even be given by tradition".r4 Arrow felt that social weìfare is really

a soeial decision process or a coì ìective choice ruìe.rs By requiring

'o låi3., p

t'18" 
P

r2 tbj!.

" i-Þ.¡-q..

'n &i3., p

71

7t-12.

13.
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the satisfaction of fai rly innocuous requirements for admissible choic-

ês, Arrow eì iminated the possibi I ity of a wide group of rules. He

found, however, that it is impossible for al I five of the requirements

to be satisfied simultaneously. Hence, it is known as Arrowrs lmpossi-

bi I ity Theorem. The five axioms which Arroh, required are:r6

Comþlete ordering; social preferences must be completely ordered

by the relation rris at least as well I iked sociaìly ì iked asrr.

Responsiveness to lndividual Preferences; assume A is social ly

preferred to B for a given set of individual preferences. lf one

or more individuals raise A to a higher rank and no one lowers A

in rank, it will remain preferred to B.

Non-lmposition; social preferences must not be imposed indepen-

dently of individual preferences.

Non-Dictatorship; social choice must not total ìy reflect the

preferences of any one individual.

I ndependence of I rreìevant A1 ternatives; the most preferred state

in a set of alternatives must be independent of the existence of

other alternatives..

Due to Arrow's lmpossibi I ity Theorem, the 'rl ink between col ìective

rational ity and individual preferences is severedrr.rr This "traprr can be

escaped only through cardinalization of utility or through the imposi-

tion of restrictions on the domain of individual preferences.rg

rs lbid

2

3

4

5

r 6 J " l'1 . Hender son and R.
I'lcGraw-Hi lì, .l980), 

PP

t4iclpecqnqmic Theory, (New York:E Quandt,
312-313.

r ? Dasgupta and Pearce' 0p " c i t. , p. 80.
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With respect to cost benefit analysis, because of the lmpossibi I ity

Theorem, aggregation of individual preferences cannot be achieved.re

Therefore, it is necessary to introduce ethical judgements about the na-

ture of social preferences into cost benefit anaìysis. These judgements

impact not only the distribution or benefits and costs, but also of

risks" ln short, the distribution of the consequences of an action will

be effected by the choice of a social weìfare criterion. action. Thus'

analysts must recognize the values impì ici t in the choice of a social

we I fare cr i ter i on.

2.2.1 Pareto Opt i ma I i ty

Economists commonly use the Pareto Criterion as a social welfare

criterion. The Pareto Criterion states that lany change in the social

state is "desirabìe" if at least one person judges himself to be better

of f because of the change while no one else is made l^/orse of f rr.20 This,

however, fai ls to cover a wide range of publ ic pol icy decisions common

in the real wor'ld. Cost-benefit analysis on the other hand is concerned

with "the total costs and totaì benefits accruing to society from a

project and not with their distribution'r.2r ln other words, cost benefit

T8 tbid p. 94.

1e lbid

20 Robert H. Haveman and Burton A" Weisbrod, "The Concept of Benefits in
Cost-Benefit Anaìysis: With Emphasis on Water Pol lution Controì Ac-
tivities", Cost-B Ana lys is and llaLer Pol ìution !.ontro.l ' ed.
Henry l'1. Peskin and Eugene P. Seskin (1./ashington, D.C.: The Urban

t^lnsf ttute, 19l5), P. 4u.

Baruch Fischhoff, 'rCost Benefit Analysis and the Art of ltlotorcycle
Haintenance", .E-@. þ!.g, Vol. 8, 1977, p. 179.

2L
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analys¡s identifies the ìargest pie, not who gets the largest pieces.z2

Since cost benefit analysis is efficiency, rather than equity ori-

ented, it is quite possible for the'rmost attractive" project to resuìt

in the costs and benefits of that project being aììocated to different

segments of society. ln an effort to reconcile equity and efficiencey'

variations on the Pareto Criterion have been developed. One of these

criteria is the Kaìdor-Hicks Criterion. This criterion requires thatrra

change in the al location of resources should be regarded as increasing

welfare if either the Pareto Criterion is met or ¡f the persons who have

gained by the resource al location couìd compensate those who have been

harmed by it so as to leave the latter at least as well off as without

the real ìocation".23 A second criterion is known as the Little Crlteri-

on. lt is simiìar to the Kaldor-Hicks Criterion in that compensation is

acceptable; however, the decision-maker would have to judge that the

change would result in a "good distribution of wealthrr.2a Both of these

criterion can lead to "potential Pareto improvementsil through compensa-

tion.

Whi le these criteria are theoreticaì ly attractive, they are often

implausible in practice. One reason compensation is difficult is due to

the fact that the groups which should be compensated often cannot be ìo-

cated. A second problem is that, even if the groups can be ìocated, the

monetary and pol i t i ca ì costs assoc i ated wi th mak i ng compensatory pay-

22 Wi I I iam H. Rodgers, Jr . , rrBenef its, Costs,
Health and Environmental Decision-l'laking",
Eevlew, Vol . l+, .l80, p. 194.

23 Haveman and Weisbrod, 0p. cit., p. 41.

and Risks: Oversight of
Law

24 lbid., p. \1-\2.
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ments may be prohibitive.2s Thus,

tent i a I to pay compensat i on rather

it is suff icient to identify the po-

than actuaìly require its payment.

The choice of the Pareto Criterion or a criterion which leads to a

potential Pareto improvement as the criterion for the maximization of

social welfare resuìts in what economists would caì I an equitable dis-

tribution of wealth. Hathematically, the Pareto criterion can be iììus-

trated as beìow:26
o

SW = l,lax ur s.T. E(ur) t ue-

where: SW = sociaì weìfare

U¡ = utility of individuaì one

E(U1) = expected utility of individuaì two

o
Ua = initial position in expected uti I ity for individual two

This welfare criterion is an exampìe of the libertarian ethics system.

There may exist cases, however, when the distribution which would

resuìt in from the use of the Pareto Criterion may be judged to be unde-

sirable. Therefore, âlternative ethicaì systems couìd be empìoyed to

answer the question "is a contemplated action right or wrong?rr2?

25 Fischhoff, 0p. cit

2 6 Ra ì ph d'Arge, l,l¡ìl ¡am Schulze, and David Brookshire, Benef it-Cost
Valuation of Long Term Future Effects: The case of C02, (Laramie,
Wyoming: University of Wyoming, 'l980), p. 23.

21 Al len V. Kneese, Shaul Ben-David and W¡ l ì iam Schulze, "The Ethieal
Foundations of Benefit-Cost Analysis", Energy and the Future, ed.
Dougìas l'lacLean and Peter G. Brown (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman and Allan-
held, Littlefield, Adams and Company, 1983), p. 62,
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Qne alternative ethicaì system which couìd be employed as therrso-

ciaì criterion" might be the utiìitarian ethical system. This criterion

requires that for an action to be social ly desirable it must do rrthe

greatest good for the greatest numberrr.2s When no consideration for the

distributional consequences of a project or policy is made' cost benefit

analysis faì ls into this category. The mathematical equivalent of "the

greatest good for the greatest numberr¡ is:2e

SW = Hax U, * ¡(ue)

Two other ethical systems may also be considered: totally egalita-

rian and totalìy elitist. The totally egalitarian ethic requires that

society's well-being be measured by the well-being of the worst off per-

son in that society.3o l,lathematically, the totally egalitarian ethic can

be expressed as fol l ows: 3 1

SW = tiax Hin [U p e (Ur) ]

Conversely, the totally eìitist ethical system requires that the well-

being of society be measured by the weìl-being of the best off individu-

a1.32 The total ly el it¡st criterion can be expressed as:33

sw = tlin Hax [u, , E (u¿) ]

2a Kneese,

2e drArge,

3 o Kneese,

3r drArge,

3 2 Kneese,

33 drArge,

Ben-David, and Schulze, 0p. ci t., p. 65.

Schuìze and Brokshire, 0p. cit., p. 2l+.

Ben-David and Schulze, 0p. cit., p. 63.

Schulze, and Brookshire, 0p. cit., p. 23.

Ben-David and Schuìze, 0p. cit., p. 6\.

Schu I ze and Brooksh i re, 0P. c i t .
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As stated above, the distribution of benefits and costs among soci-

ety var ies wi th the choice of an ethical system.34 I t i s important to

note that the dec i s i on to use any part ¡ cul ar cr i ter i on must be based

upon a value judgement. Hence, when economists utilize the Pareto Cri-

terion, cost benefit analysís is not value free.

2 "2.2 Effect i ve Demand and Willinq nes s - to-Pav

As stated previously, the assumption that individual welfare is of

prime importance is a foundation of cost benefit analysis. This assump-

tion impl icitly suggests that 'rindividuals are their own best judges in

matters concerni ng thei r wel farer'.3 s Therefore, i n the measurement of

welfare'ronìy those values that result from the voluntary actions of in-

dividuaìs'r shouìd be considered.36 ln short, r.narket prices should be

used in the determination of social weìfare.

Sincerrsociaì benefits are more than the'flow of revenuesr to the

specific government agency that undertook and financed the projêctrr,sz

anaìysts must consider more than the effective payment of an individual

The fol ìowing articles provide examinations of the consequences of
the use of various ethical systems: Ralph d'Arge, Wil I iam Schulze
and David Brookshire, Be-nql-it-Cost Valuation of Long Term Future Ef-
fects: The cgsc of co2, (Laramie, wyoming: university of wyoming'
lgEõI; and Allen V. Kneese, Shauì Ben-David, and Wi I I iam D. Schulze,
I'The Ethical Foundations of Benefit-Cost Anaìysis", Enerqy and the

Iutre, ed. Douglas HacLean and Peter G. Brown (Totowa, N.J. : Rowman

anO nllanheldo Littlefield, Adams and Company, 1983); and Wilìiam D.

Schulze and Al len V" Kneese, "Risk in Benefit-Cost Analysis", Risk
Ana!5-Þ, Voì. l, 1981, pP. 8l-88.

34

3s C.P.D.¡4"R.C.E., 0P. cit., P. 41.

36 lbid

3? Haveman and Wiesbrod, 0P. cit., p. l+6.
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for a commodity. ln order to reveal true social preferences, it is

necessary to determine the wi I I ingness-to-pay which can be derived uti-

I izing a standard demand curve as fol ìows:

Figure ì: W¡ll ingness-to-Pay Derivation

ln this example, ¡f the quantity demanded were 0X,, the effective

demand would be measured by the area of the box OPTX,A (where P, is the

market price for the commodity). To obtain a measure of wiìlingness-to-

pay, ¡t is necessary to add the consumer surplus triangle P,PaA to the

effective payment. ln short, there exist consumers who would have wi I l-

ingly paid more than P, to obtain the commodity in question.3s

Dasgupta and Pearce, 0p. ci t., p. \5

f,

?L

(

o aX

ft
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What i s

would result

the initial

subsequent to the

resents the gross

of interest in cost benefit

from resource al location.

amount of the good consumed

resource al locatíon, the

benef i ts of the Project.

analysis is the benefit wh¡ch

Therefore, if 0X\ represented

and 0X¿, the amount consumed

area X¡ ABXa. Th i s area reP-

(See F i gure 2) .

$

Kx. a
F i gure 2: Gross Benef i ts of a Proj ect

2 .2 .3 Soc i a I q,L!!eg¡! Ra te

A third distr¡bution issue is the al location of costs and benefits

intertemporaì ly. Based upon the assumption that consumption today is

preferable to consumption tomorrow, economi sts have developed di scount

rates. The nature and impl i cat i ons of the use of d i scount rates has

been captured by d'Arge, Schulze and Brookshire who offer the fol low-

o

20



ing:3e

Economists justify use of a discount rate on future benefits
and costs -- weighing future economic values less than current
economic values -- as fol lows: imagine that one individual
l0O years from now is forced to evacuate a coastal area as a

result of C02 emissions from burning coal today. Further' ìet
us assume that the future individual would accept a payment of
SlOO,000 as rrfair" compensation for property losses and any
risks imposed. lf we, the current generation wish to compen-
sate that future individual do we need to set aside S100,000?
ls the damage now the same as the damage 

.l00 years hence? The
usual economic answer is rrno". lf we were to invest 54'979
today in a bank account paying a 3% real rate of return (over
inflation) we would have SìOO,OOO of real value in accumulated
i.nterest and principaì 100 years hence to compensate the dis-
placed future individual. Thus, the argument goes' a 3% dis-
count rate would be appropriate on damage done to future gen-
erations in making decisions today.

F rom th i s statement come two quest i ons:

l. ls the use of discount rates justifiabìe?

2. lf so, how should the discount rate be determined?

The use of discount rates is often justified by arguing that re-

sources invested to yield future benefits cannot be used now, therefore

the discount rate reflects the opportunity cost of postponing consump-

tion.ao ln the exampìe et forth by d'Arge et â1, the actions of the

present generation preclude the use of existing coastaì areas by subseq-

uent generation. ln short, only the preferences of the present genera-

tion are used to determine the social discount rate. Since the utility

of future generations is unknown and not considered (or weighted ìess

heavily), the argument for a social discount rate is efficiency rather

than equity based.4r lf a discount rate is to be implemented' there are

3 e d i Arge,

40 c.P.D.l'1.

Schu i ze anci Brookshire, 0p. cii., pp. lì-i2.

cit., p. \3.R.C.E 0p.
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two approaches governing its choice: the social opportunity cost rate

and the social time preference rate. The proponents of a social oppor-

tunity cost rate base their decision on the assumption that if the dis-

count rate used in evaluating public expenditure is ìess than the margi-

nal return these funds would yield if invested in the private sector of

the economy, resources wou I d be wasted. a 2

The alternative approach is founded on the premise that individuals

are prepared to lend money to the government at a much lower rate than

the returns obta i ned by pr i vate expend i tures.4 3 Th i s rate "expresses so-

ciety's view as to the optimal al location of resources between present

and future".44 The existence of a positive discount rate, as stated pre-

viously, we'ights present consumption more heavi ly than future consump-

tion. Proponents of the sociaì time preference rate hold the view that

individuals wi l l tend to be "short-sighted about the future".45 There-

fore social discount rates shouìd always be less than individual dis-

count rates in order to ensure that benefits will accrue to future gen-

erations"a6

a r Boadway,

42 Prest and

n' l!j3.
a a Treasury

Hi ni ster

45 Prest and

4 6 Dasgupta

0p. cit., p. 200.

Turvey, 0p. c i t. , p. 697 "

Board Secretariat, Benefit Cost Analysis Guide'
of Supply and Service, 1976), pp. 25-26

Turvey, 0p. c i t. , p. 6gl .

and Pearce, 0p. ci t., p. 137 "
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2"3 EFF IC I ENCY

As stated previousìy, cost benefit anaìysis is based on the premise

that individualsrpreferences matter. From this assumption comes the

beì ief that free markets refìect individual's values and al locate re-

sources efficiently.a? Hence, market values should be used to calculate

welfare measures. Under certain conditions, however, "market profit-

ability may not reflect socíal profitability",as and markets may fail.

Cìearly, if market values are not truly representative of social values,

cost benefit anaìysis is faced with difficulties. ln short, the valua-

tion of costs and benefits may be extremely difficult.

Bator examined the types and causes of market fai lure based upon

the foììowing definition: market failure "typically means the faiìure

of a more or less idealized system of price-marked institutions to sus-

tain rdesirable' activities or to stop'undesirabler activities".a' ln

his article "Anatomy of l,larket Failurerr, Bator enumerated f ive different

types of market fa i ì ure: s o

Fai lure of Existence: Unless the Pareto-efficient production and

exchange associated with the maximization of the welfare function

are characterized by a compìete set of marginal rate of substitu-

tion equal ities which yieìd a set of price-l ike constants, mar-

47 C.P.D.H.R.C

4 a Boadway, 0p

Francis H. Bator'
C^ r -^û^l n^^l: ^^-.Jg I CU LgU nçq\¡ I I 19 Ð t

Co., 1979) , p. \25

I bj !. , p. \27 -\28 .

cit., p. 41.

p.172.
rrThe Anatomy of llarket Fa i lure" ,

^A E.¡.,,i^ M-^-Çia'lÀ fl'lo'., Vnrl,"çU. LVWlll llsrlrl lvru \llvtr

E., op.

cit.,
49 l'1 icroeconomics:

50
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l

kets will fail.

Failure þy Siqnal: l'larkets wiìl f ail if the "conf iguration of

inputs and outputs" leading to welfare maximization fai ls to

y i e ì d max i mum prof i ts for each producer .

F¡jl_UC þf lnge¡_liyC: I f the Pareto-ef f ic ient rrconf igurat ion of

inputs and outputsrr fai ls to to yieìd positive profits for each

producer, market fai lure wi I I occur.

Fe_t_l_rtfe Þf SI¡ggIg_f_e: lf prices are determined by market forces,

un.less self-pol icing perfect competition is in al I markets; mar-

ket fa i l ure wi I I occur. The ex i stence of "very many" producers

i n every market i s requ i red .

5" Faiìure þy Enforceme : Fa i I ure i n a "stat i ca lrr sense due to ar-

bitrary ìegal and organizational "imperfectionsrr, oF feasibi I ity

I im i"tat ions such as trh idden" i nputs and outputs .

Bator suggests that market failure is a result of some form of ex-

ternaìity. Typically, externalities are I'blendsrr of what Bator calls

three àolar cases.sr ln his article, Bator examines these three cases:

technical external ities, publ ic good externaì ities, and ownership exter-

nalities.52

2

3

4

5l tbid p. h36"

p.438.52 lbid
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2.3 I Technical External itie

A technical external ity wi I I exist if one of the foì lowing assump-

tions is violated:53

Al I goods and services are rationable, exhaustable, scarc¡ ties;

lndividual ordinal indifference maps are convex and sensitive

on I y to o\^rn-consumpt ion;

There exist no ownership trdefectsr' (i.e. certain goods have non-

zero-shadow pr i ces) .

Thus, if technology "exhibits indivisibi l ity or smooth increasing re-

turns to scale in the relevant range of outputrr, a technical externaìity

can be said to exist.5a

lf increasing returns t1 scaìe are evident. ln this case, marginal

cost can increase or decrease regardless of whether or nót average cost

is greater than marginaì cost. Prest and Turvey observe that if average

cost is greater than marginal cost, and if price is equated with short-

run marginal cost, the firm will operate at a ìoss.ss Put differently'

if marginal cost pricing is utilized, a "project wiìl always show neg-

ative profits when total benefits exceed total costsrr.s6 The result is

market fai lure by incentive"

u'18" 
P

54 lbid.

l*38.

2

3

s5 A.R.
sis,
1976) ,

Prest and R.
ed. R i chard
p. 82.

Turvey, "The l4a i n Quest i ons'r ,

Laya rd (i'i i dd i esex , Ë ng ì and :

Cost-Benefit Analy-
Pengu i n Books Ltd. 

'

56 Boadway,0p. cit., p.172-173.
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Perhaps the most significant technical external ity with respect to

cost benefit analysis is the existence of monopol ies. Unless the degree

of monopoly is uniform throughout the economy, rrdecisions wi I I not com-

ply with the principles of efficient al location of resources".sT ln

short, pFices wi I I diverge from marginal costs. The impl ication for

cost benefit analysis. is that market prices wiìl not necessarily reflect

the wi I ì i ngness-to-pay of i ndividuaì s, at the margi n, and hence, do not

accurately reflect marginal social benefits and marginal sociaì costs.sB

Therefore, cost benefit analysts should attempt to define shadow prices

which reflect true social marginaì benefits and social marginaì costs.

Prest and Turvey summarize the significance of technical externaì i-

ties by suggesting that: rrinvestment decision rules derived from a per-

fectly competitive state of affairs" no longer hold in a world-where a

competitive situation does not exist.5e

2 2 Public Good Externalities

A pure publ ic good has two properties: nonrivalness and nonexcìud-

ability. ln other words, it is possible for several individuals to con-

sume the good without detracting from the benefits accruing to one an-

other (nonrivalness) ; and, i t is not possible to exclude particular

individuals from the consumption of the good (nonexcludability).60 Be-

cause of these propert i es, market fa i I ure occurs.

s ? Prest and Turvey, 0p " c i t. , p.

58 Boadway, 0p. ci t., p" 172.

se Prest and Turvey, 0p. cit., P.

6o Boadway, 0p. cit., p. 31"

8r.

82.

3
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Due to the property of nonexcludabi I ity, it is not possible for

sellers to "exact a price from users since the latter can consume it

free of charge in any case".6r When commodities are traded at "zero-

pricesr oF at non-market cìearing prices which bear no relationship to

consumer preferences, there is no basis for arriving at investment deci-

sions by computing the present values of sales".62 This problem is com-

monly referred to as the free-rider problem. A second result of nonex-

cludabi I ity is the probìem of preference revelation. if individuals

were to be taxed on the bas i s of the benef i ts they der i ve f rom a

project, rational individuals are I ikely to understate their demand for

the good. Therefore, an inappropriate quantity of the good wiìl be pro-

vided.

lndividuals wiìl derive different total and marginal benefits from

the consumption of the same quantity of a public good.63 0r, as Bator

suggests, pubì ic goods enter al I uti I i ty functions but are valued dif-

ferently by each individuaì.64 The resulting difficulty is the varia-

tion, among individuaìs, of the price, at the margin, which couìd be ex-

tracted.6s This is due to the property of nonrivalness.

The fundamentaì problem for cost benefit analysts resulting from

publ ic good external ities is that I'market prices cannot be used for

" lu!.
62 Prest and Turvey, 0p. ci t.

63 Boadway, 0p. cit., p. 31.

64 Bator, 0p" cit., P. l+\2"

6 s Boadway, 0p. c i t. , p. 32.
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goods which are not capable of being tradedrr.6ó Since individuals have

no incentive to reveal their true preferences, decision-makers have no

way of knowing what quantity of the good to produce. Dasgupta and

Pearce suggest that the only way in which decision-makers might deter-

mine individual preferences is through some form of pol itical mechanism

such as a referendum.6T

ln conclusion, a public good result in consumers failing to reveal

their true preferences for a good. I'An observation of 'wi I ì ingness-to-

pay' therefore understates the true wilìingness to pay; the sociaì ben-

efits of a good are therefore difficult to assess in terms of monetary

bids".68

2.3 "3 Ownership External i ties

ItDue to more or less arbitrary and accidental circumstances of in-

stitutions, laws and customs, or feasibility, competitive markets wouìd

not be Pareto efficient.rr6e The result of these "circumstancesrris mar-

ket fa i ì ure by enforcement "

An ownership external ity is said to exist when [an activity under-

taken by an individual or firm yields benefits to other individuals or

firms in addition to the benefits accruing to the emitting partyrr.ro

66 Prest and Turvey, 0p

67 Dasgupta and Pearce,

" l-þj_d' , P' 132'

6e Bator,0p. cit., p.

1o Boadway, 0p. cit., p

cit., p. 85.

0p. ci t., p. 133.

\36.

" 3\.
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These benef i ts are

are detr imental,

from the act¡v¡ty

the cost imposed

typicalìy unpriced. ln the case where externaìities

the emitting party wi I I equate the marginal benefit'

producing the effect, to the marginal cost, excluding

on others. ? r

Prest and Turvey state that:72

The progenitors of publ ic investment projects should take into
account the external effects of their actions so far as they
alter the physical production poss¡bilities of other producers
or the satisfactions that consumers can get from a given re-
source; they should not take side effects into account if the
sole effect is via prices of products or factors.

ln short, ownership externaìities resuìt ín distributional as well as

efficiency problems. Also, pecuniary external ities should not be taken

into account but rather only technoìogical external i ties.

For cost benef it analysi.s, the major diff iculty with ownership ex-

ternalities is that'rcertain 'goods' (or 'badsr) with non-zero shadow-

values are simply not attributedrr.T3

2.\ EXTENS I ON OF COST-BENEF I T ANALY9IS T0 PRoJECTS 0R PoLl!,1_El WHICH

UEÆI E!4!IU ANq Ï!l ENV IRONI4ENT

The distributional and efficiency probìems discussed in the previ-

ous sections are aggravated when cost benefit anaìysis is utilized to

evaluate projects or pol icies which are characterized by risk" Kneese,

Ben-David and Schulze suggest that the valuation of projects which alter

human mortal ity aggregate empirical and value issues because:74

" .1-þj-d., P. 35-36.

72 Prest and Turvey,rrCost-Benefit Analysis: A Survey¡', p.688.

?3 Bator,0p. cit., p. \36.
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l. Whi le u/ater resource appl ications often involve the evalu-
ation of publ ic good (in the technical, economic sense of
goods exhibiting jointness in supply), the buìk of outputs
pertain to such things as irrigation, navigation' fìood con-
trol, and municipal and industrial suppl ies, which usual ly can
be reasonably evaluated on the basis of some type of market
ínformation. ln the newer appìications, we are dealing almost
entireìy with publ ic goods where market surrogates are much
more dif f icuìt to establish.

2. Such matters as nucìear radiation and toxic materials re-
late to exposure of the whole population or large subpopula-
t¡on to very subtle influences of which they may be entirely
unaware. lt is difficult to know what normative value indi-
v i dua I preferences have under these c i rcumstances.

3. The distributional issues involved in the appì ications en-
tail not only monetary benefits and costs, but the distribu-
tion of actuaì physical hazards. Whiìe it is not out of the
question that monetary equivaìents to these risks could be de-
veloped, the ethicaì issues appear to be deeper than just the
eeoRomic returns involved. This is especiaì ly so if compensa-
tion is not actualìy paid to losers, as ¡t is unìikely to be.

4. The possible long-lived effects, \,Jhich couìd extend to
hundreds of thousands of years and many human Eenerations,
raise the question of how the rights and preferences of future
generations can be represented in this decision process. Re-
al istical ìy, the preferences of the existing generation must
govern. The question is whether it is necessary to persuade
the present generatíon to adopt some ethical rule or rules of
a constitutional nature considering questions of future gener-
ations. Another related question is whether it is legitimate
to d ¡ scount benef i ts and costs over these I ong per i ods, thus
effectiveìy rul ing out the future beyond a relative few years'
and if so, what the proper rate is.

The difficulties which cost benefit anaìysis faces are, cìearly,

exaeerbated when risk is introduced as a decision parameter.

Kneese, Ben-David and Schuìze, 0p. cit., pp. 61-62.14
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2 .4. ì Cost-Benef i t Analysis and Risk

Risk is defined as being I'the probabiìity per unit time of the oc-

curence of a unit cost burden."?5 The concept, however, is not strictly

one of probabi I ity: risk aìso involves a rrspectrum of event magnitudes"

and artspectrum of resultant personal injuries and costs.rr?6 Also impor-

tant in the discussion of risk is the notion of an individual's percep-

tion of risk and his or her understanding of it.

When discussing health risks, a divergence between a voìuntary and

involuntary risk arises. Voluntary risk is based on the notion that in-

dividuals voluntarily trade off safety for utility. Economic theory

would suggest that as the probabi I ity of death increases, monetary com-

pensation, for example, would have to increase dramatical ly.?? (See Fig-

ure 3)

Conversely, involuntary risk assumes that individuals are exposed

to risk yet receive no utiìity. For example ilrisks associated with nu-

clear reactor accidents, or nucìear waste storage... or other disasters

aìl seem to be treated differently both in a sociaì and individual per-

spect ive than do vol untary-compensated r i sksrr. ? I Starr, Rudman and Wh i p-

7 5 Chauncey Starr, Ri chard
sis for Risk Analysis'r,
640-641.

Rudman and Chris Whipple, "Phi ìosophical
Annua! Review o.l Energv, Vol. l, 1976,

Ba-
pp.

16 lbid.

?? William D. Schulze and Aiien V. Kneese, "Risk in Benefit-Cost Analy*
sisrr, Risk A¡alvsis, Vol. l, .l98ì, p" 8l+.

7a lbid
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Figure l: Voluntary Risk Compensation
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pl e offer the foì ì owi ng expl anat i on of the d i vergence: ? e

in the voluntary case the feedback loop of rcontrol of
risk-benefit balance' is very tightìy coupled by the individu-
ã1, in the involuntary case this loop is usually very weakly
coupìed, dimìy perceived, and each its eìements usuaì ly dis-
persed in time, geographical ly, pol itical ly, and managemental-
ìy. Under these circumstances, the individual exposed to an

involuntary risk is fearful of the consequences, makes risk
aversion his goaì, and therefore demands a level for such in-
voluntary risk exposure as much as one thousand times less
than would be acceptable on a voluntary basis.

Voluntary r i sk imposes an opportuni ty cost on the individual re-

quired to bear the risk. This I'cost" can be considered to be either

,,the minimum amount of money that must be paid to an individual in order

to compensate him for taking a riskr', or "the reduction in expected val-

ue that the individual wouìd have to accept in order to have a certain

Starr, Rudman and Whipple,0p. cit., p.

?,) -)L
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i ncome rather than the r i sky i ncome".8 0 Unfortunatel y, economi c theory

has fai led to account for involuntary risk, considering only compensat-

ed, voluntary risk.sr

Rather than

argue that rrthe

(that pl ac i ng a

dea I i ng wi th i nvol untary r i sk, most economi sts tend to

value of safety is the value of safety¡¡.ez This argument

different value on safety in different situations is ec-

inefficient) is based upon the fol lowing logic.83onomi cal I y

Given a
can save
save l0

fixed budget (for safety), if we have a program that
one I ife for $5O,OOO and another program which can

I ives for S50,OOO we should pick the second program.

pp. 8,+-85 .

Rudman and Whipple,0p. cit., p. 632.

p. 631.
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Clearly, individuaìs do value voluntary and invoìuntary risk dif-

ferently. The rationaìe for this divergence is that individuals feel

that they have some controì over the decision of whether or not to un-

dertake a risky action.84 some control over the degree of. risk from an

activi ty which they voluntari ìy For example, an individuaì may perceive

that the risk of a nuclear reactor breakdown is much greater than the

risk of an automobile accident, when in reality, the risk of an automo-

b i I e acc i dent may be greater.

Starr, Rudman and Whippìe enumerate four types of risk:8s

80 Boadway, 0p. ci t., pp. 200-201.

Schulze and Kneese, 0p. cit., p

tb¡d.

8I 84.

a2

u'18.,
84 Starr,

8s lbid.,
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3

4

Real risk, as wi I ì be determined eventual ly by future circumstan-

ces when they develop ful ìy;

Statistical risk, as determined by currently avai ìable data' typ-

ical ly as measured for insurance premium purposes;

Predicted risk, as predicted analytical ly from systems models

structured from historical studies; and

Perceived risk, as seen intuitively by individuals.

lf risk is defined as

a un i t cost burdenrr, 8 6

two categories for the

ì " Risk based upon

2. Risk based upon

"the probabi I ity per unit time of the occurance of

these four risk categories can be del ineated into

purpose of conceptual simplicity.

objective probabi I i ty,

subjective probabi I i ty.

rrThe probabiìiti of a repeated event is defined as the limiting

value of the relative frequency with which the event occurs in the long

run".8? This is the definition of objective probability. hr¡th respect

to cost benefit analysis, this means that the outcome of a particular

decision depends upon circumstances which might prevai .l.88

ln many cases, it might not be possibìe to determine the frequency

distribution of an event. This might be the case because information

may be in limited quantity or of poor quality' or there may be no ex-

perience with a particular event. ln this case, probabi I ity is inter-

preted as thertdegree of beìief". ln short, some events may be consid-

a6
]_þj_d . , P. 640-641 .

Dasgupta and Pearce, 0p. ci t., pp. 176-177.

fþ-r-d.

3\-

a1

88



ered more probable than others w¡thout necessari ly implying a frequency

or statistical interpretation of probabi I ity.Ee Thus, subjective prob-

abil ities might be based upon rrsystems modelsr', "intuitionrr or "expert

opinionrr"

CIearly, many projects which effect human mortal ity, or the envi-

ronment, offer " i nfrequent observat i on of a bad occurance", mak i ng ¡ t

d¡ff¡cult to determine the correct response.e0 W¡th respect to pesti-

cides for instance, it is not possibìe to estabì ish a relationship be-

tween a specific use and specific increases in cancer.er Further,' "eco-

nomic data used to assess impacts are typical ìy old. ln short, the

consequences of a decision are impossible to pred¡ct v',ith any certainty

at the time the decislon is made". e2 Therefore, Lovins suggests that

"many data needed for rel iable cost-risk-benefit analysis are not just

unknowabìe but unknowabìe in principler'.e3 For example, rrHow couìd the

probabi I i ty that malevoìent persons wi ì ì sabotage a reactor, bui ld an

atomic bomb, oF blow up a I iquid natural gas tanker, be calculatedrr. ea

I t is necessary to rely upon "expert opinion" and therefore subjective

probabi ì ity for the evaìuation of risky projects. A significant aspect

of the use of expert opinion is that therrestimates must be experts in

8e lbid p.179-180.

eo National
sequen!9,
Techn i ca I

91

92

tbid.

C.P.D.l'1.R.C.E., 0p

Amory B. Lov i ns,
inqton Law Review,

tb¡d.

cit., p. \3.
rrCost-R isk-Benef i ts in
Vol. \5,1977, p. 925.

Planning Association. Social Decision-making for High Con-
Low Probabi I ity aCC_uI_e¡C_q, (Washington, D.C. : National

lnformation Services, 1978), p. 3.

94
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both the topic in question and in the making of probabi I ity esti-

matesrt.e5 Clearly, there is no guarantee that individuals with expertise

i n both areas ex i st.

2.\.2 Valuation of Human Life

From the discussion of market failure, it is obvious that the exis-

tence of 'rintangible'r goods results in an inefficient allocation of re-

sources. lt is necessary, therefore, to find the value of a human ìife'

a particular landscape or of the preservation of opt¡ons for future gen-

erations.e6

There are three general approaches which can be used to "measure"

the value of human life. One method invoìves the imputation of values

from col ì ect ive dec i s i ons. The val ue i s based on court awards of com-

pensation to accident victims or publ ic decisions on safety expenditure.

Justification for this method is based on the premise that t'such imputa-

tions shouìd approximately reflect the aggregation of individual prefer-

ences".e? Also it is possible to argue that 'rsubjective elementsrrsuch

as suffering and pain will be incorporated into the imputed values.es lt

is quite possibìe, however, that the use of this method wiìl result in a

different value being placed on safety in different situations.

Fischhoff, 0p. cit., p. .l84.95

96

97

lbid., pp. 185-186.

Treasury Board of Canada, "Evaluation
Poìicv l'lanual: Chapter j+90, 

Appgnq_iÄ
Canada, 1979) , p. 8.

J. Hirshìeifer, T. Bergstrom and E. Rapport, Appìvinq
Concepts to ProjectÞ l,lhi-ch Allef Human HortalitY, (Los A

vers''ty of Calfornia - Los Angeles, 1974) , p. .l8.

l'lethodologi es", Admi ni strative
E, (0ttawa: Treasury Board of

Cost-B enef i t98
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The second method for valuing a life is based on private decisions.

These values are "predicted on the premium a man is wiìling to pay, and

the probability of his being killed as a resuìt of engaging in some spe-

cific activityer,'. ln short, the I ife insurance premium an individual

pays is assumed to reflect the value that the individual sets on his

life. A major weakness with this approach is that ìife insurance com-

pensates the deceased's heirs not the individual paying the premium.

Therefore, life insurance does not necessariìy reflect the life-death

preference of the individual in question.roo

The third approach is antraccounting approachrror a human capital

approach. lt assumes that the "benefits of safety are measured by cal-

culating or estimating the monetary vaìue of losses which wouìd have oc-

eured without the regulations".ror There are severaì methods used which

can be described as accounting methods. The first of these methods is

to discount to the present a person's expected future earnings.ro2 l'lish-

an suggests that this can be rationalized "onìy if the criterion adapted

in any economi. reorganization turns on the value of its contribution to

GNP"; however, GNP may not be an "acceptable goaì of economic poì i-

eyrr.ro: ¡ second'raccounting approach" is based on ca'l culating to the

present, the discounted vaìues of losses to others only, as a result of

E.J. l'1ishan, 'rEvaluation of Life and Limb: A Theoreticaì Approach",
Journaì of Pol i ti cal Economv, Vol . 79, 1971, p. 68g.

99

roo Hirshìeifer, Bergstrom
Board of Canada, 1979,

'ot -!bid., p. 7.

ro2 l¡1 ishan, 197 1,0p.'cit.'
ro3 lbid., p. 689

and Rapport,
0p. cit.' p.

0p. cit., p.
8.

p. 688.
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the death of a person at a certain age.r04 By this argument,rrgrandmoth-

ersrrand I'chiìdrenrrwould confer on society a net benef it onìy if they

died.ros Th¡s, clearly, offers no consideration for pain and suffering

of dependents.ro6 Kneese and Schulze state that based on economic theo-

ry, th is approach is 'rnonsenserr. r o ?

As stated, the objection to these approaches is that they are not

consistent w¡th "the basic rationale of the economíc calculus used in

cost benefit anaìysisrr.roa ln order to maintain consistency it is neces-

sary to use Pareto or potent¡al Pareto improvement in the ranking of aì-

terRative projects. Therefore, the willingness-to-pay concept must be

used.roe Bishop and Cicchetti suggest that I'applying the Pareto princi-

pìe to death seems strange, for surely no sum of money could get most

people to accept immediate certain deathrr.rr0 However, it must be noted

that outcomes which âre evaluated are hot of certain death for spec,ific

individuals but rather "they are small changes in the risk of death ex-

per i enced by many peopì err. r r r

104 lbid., p. 688"

ro5 Schuìze and Kneese, 0p. cit., pp. 83-84.

ro6 ¡lishan" l9Jl,0p" cit., p. 691 .

1o? Schulze and Kneese, 0p. cit., pp. 83-84.

ro8 l4ishan, 1971,0p" cit., p" 691.

lþjC., p. 693i and John Bishop and Charles Cicchetti, "Some lnstitu-
t iona I and Conceptua I Thoughts on the l'leasurement of I nd i rect and

ro9

rro lbid.

rrI lb¡d.

I ntang i b I e Benef i ts and Costsrr , Cost-Benef i t Ana I vs i s and Water Poì -
lution Ppljll, êd., Henry fl Peskin and Eugene P. Seskin (Washington
D.C.: The Urban lnstitute, 197Ð, p" ll3.
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I n sum, añy expected loss of I i fe or savi ng of I i fe' any
expected increase or reduction in suffering in consequence of
economic activity, is to be evaluated for the economy by ref-
erence to the Pareto principìe; in particular, by reference to
what each member of the community is willing to pay or to re-
ceive for the estimated change of risk.r¡'2

Although the three approaches enumerated exist, none of them are

operational. ln short, I'they cannot be used to estimate monetary values

of the benefits of safety in a way that could be agreed upon by aìl par-

ties".r13 The di lemma of how to value human ì ife, therefore, remains.

Decisions makers, however, must attempt this di lemma and uti I ize some

form of measurement. ln choosing a vaìuation approach, decision makers

must recognize the assumptions and I imi tations of that approach.

2 5 S UI'1I'1ARY

Cost-benefit analysis is a decision making tooÌ. lt ranges from

"simple profit and loss accounting traditional ìy practised by business

organizations" to "virtual ly any anaìytical method that organizes infor-

mation on alternative courses of action or displays possible trade-off

opportunities, thereby structuring decision making".lra ln any form,

cost benefit analysis has difficulty deal ing with the probìems of dis-

tribution and efficiency. Whi le, in a theoretical framework, these

problems have been resolved, practicaì diff¡culties remain. This is es-

pecial ly evident when risk is introduced, and the consequences (health

and environmental) of new technologies or programs are contemplated.

rr2 trlishan, 1971,0p. cit., p. 703.

1r3 Treasury Board of Canada, 1979, Op

lra Baram, 0p. cit., p. 477-\78.
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I,Jith respect to risk and mortal¡ty in cost benef it analysis

difficulties are two fold. With the introduction of risk to cost-ben-

efit anaìysis, it is necessary to determine the probabi I ity distribution

associated with a particular event. However, because most rrrisky'r

events occur with ìow probabi ì ity, establ ishing the distribution is dif-

ficult or impossible. Thus, cost benefit analysis must rely upon sub-

jective rather than objective probabilities. ln the case of mortality

(or env i ronmenta I degradat i on) attempts to monet i ze human I i fe (or the

environment) have often been misleading, or inappropriate.

The object of cost benefit anaìysis is to assist choice, not to

make, justify or delay it. Unfortunately, it is often looked upon as a

means of making, justifying or delaying choice. Cost-benefit analysis

"i.s an att,empt to apply the tenets of theoretical welfare economics to

actuaì decision making, and therefore contains with¡n it aìl the metho-

dological difficuìties identified in that area of study'r.rrs Put more

directly, "no systematic method can be entirely culture f¡sstt.rre In

short, cost benefit anaìysis is not a tool of positive economics but

rather one which is founded on the Pareto principle, a normative deci-

sion. Thus, cost qnd risk benefit analysis are not value free.

The strength of cost benefit analysis is that it is sysiematic.

I'lt imposes discipl ine, requires assumptions to be made expl icitly and

evidence to be presented, it is communicable, repì icable' and reì ies on

Bastard Sc i ence? And/Or I n-lrs Alan l,Jilliams, rrCost-Benef it Analysis:
sidious Poison in the Body Pol itick", Cost-Benef i t and Cost Ef_teg-
tíveQe!å: Studjse aml Anaiysis (London: George Aì ien and Unwin
Ltd., 197Ð, p" 35.

rI6 lbid
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types of ev¡dence and analyt¡cal methods which can be chal lenged,

val idated or rejected by others in a manner consistent with the norms

set by the 'scientificr sub-cuìture or our societyrr.lr?

ln sum, cost benefit analysis is a decision making tool which, like

any other tool, is not vaìue-free. However, due to íts systematic na-

ture, analysts are able to provide decision makers with information in a

useful form. Perhaps the most significant contribution of cost benefit

analysis to the decision making process is that all relevant costs, ben-

efits and risks must be considered. Therefore cost benefit analysis,

and its hybrid risk benefit anaìysis, are valuable decision making aids.

r1? lbid
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Chapter I I I

TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF PESTICIDE CONTAINER DISPOSAL AND

POL I CY ALTERNAT I VES

3 ì INTRODUCTION

As stated in the first chapter, risk benefit analysis requires the

expì icit consideration of the nature of probalbistic events. Clearly'

this requires an understanding of the physical nature of a particular

problem, as well as of the range of available policy presciptions. This

chapter provides a discussion of the technical aspects of the container

disposaì problem, and of the pol icy aìternatives avai lable for'its con-

trol.

3 2 TECHN I CAL ASPECTS OF THE CONTA INER D ISPOSAL PROBLEI'1

3.2.1 Physical Nature of the ContaLnet Disposaì Prob ì em

ln f'lanitoba, it is estimated that there are in excess of eight hun-

dred thousand spent pesticide containers generated annually.t lt is also

estimated that between fifty and two hundred and fifty milliìitres of

chemical residuaì remain in unrinsed, spent pesticide cont.ainers.2 ln

short the pesticide container probìem is comprised of two components:

hazardous waste and soì id waste.

ltlanitoba Environmental Hanagement Services, Pesticide Containgr DiÊ-
pggÊl Ej_Lot P¡etgç! I9€3, (Winnipeg, i{anitoba Environmentaì llanagement
Services, .l982), p. l.

-\2-
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The existence of eight hundred thousand pesticide containers in the

environment creates a significant sol id waste disposal problem (approxi-

mateìy twenty-five containers per census farm) . lf these containers are

not rinsed, a hazardous braste problem may exist as wel l. A study by

I'ti les, Harris, and l'lorrow showed that rinsed pesticide containers are

suitabìe for disposal at sanitary landfill sites.s However, if the con-

tainers are not rinsed, "unacceptabìe amounts of pesticide remainr'.a

This view is supported by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agencies

(U"S. ËPA) which suggest that "empty pesticide containers are seldom

completely free of pesticides so they must be disposed of just as care-

fuì ly as pesticides themselvesrr. 5

Provincial and federal agencies in Canada, state and federaì agen-

cies in the United States, and pesticide industry groups advocate triple

or pressure rinsing of pesticide containers to avoid the hazardous

waste. lf containers are rinsed in this manner, the purchaser uses all

of the chemicaì, and the containers become suitable for disposal at a

landfill site.

Triple rinsing of containers is a time consuming activity, requir-

ing four to five minutes per container, and pressure rinsing equipment

is not commonly found on sprayers. |lost appl ications of pesticide occur

J"R.W. l'1iles,
soc i ated wi th
as a Heans o
LandfiIls",
ì983, p.305.

C.R. Harris, and D.C. Morrow, "Assessment of
Pesticide Container Disposal and of Rinsing

f Enabl ing Disposal of Pesticide Containers

Hazards As-
Procedures

in Sanitary
Voì. 18,Journal of Env i ronmenta I Sc i ence and Hea ì th,

a rrunacceptable'r meaning greater than 50 mill iì itres of chemical residue
remaining in a pesticide container.

s U.S. tPA, Þlþ Storaqe and Disposaì of Pesticides, (V'lashington, U.S.
EPA, 1978) , p. 6"
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under conditions where time is a serious constraint. For example, the

stage of growth, wind, moisture conditions and the number of acres to be

covered are all important considerations which impose time constraints

on appl i cat i on. Therefore, the number of pest i c i de users who proper ì y

rinse containers is ì ikely smal l. The Canadian Agriculturaì Chemicaì

Association (CnCn), a group with vested interests, suggests that J6 per-

cent of farmers properly rinse pesticide containers.6 This figure ap-

pears to be unreaìistic, at ìeast in Hanitoba, in ìight of two other re-

ports which, based on informal observation, suggest that less than f0

percent of conta i ners are r i nsed. r i nsed. ?

lf, as appears to be the case, the majority of spent pesticide con-

tainers are not properly rinsed, as "container dumps" grow, the poten-

tiaì for pollution of surface or. groundwater also grows. This is a po-

tential threat to nont"rget speciès. Additionally, several studies have

suggested that the fol lowing groups most ì ikeìy to be directly exposed

to spent containers are: farmers, who are exposed to spent pesticide

containers occupationaì ly; chi ldren, who might play with empty contain-

ers; and workers at garbage dumps and landfill sites.s Once contamina-

tion is set in action, reversing the process wiìl be expensive and po-

6 Canadian Agriculturaì Chemical Association, Ag¡.j-9-U-ll-UI-el Chemical lsn-
tainer Disposal Survey, (Winnipeg, Canadian Agricultural Chemical As-
sociation, 1983), p. \5.

? l,lan i toba Env i ronmenta I llanagement Serv i ces , 0p.
t4iles, Harris, and l'lorrow, 0p. cit., p. 307.

cit., p. 1 and

Homer R. Woìfe, William F. Durham, Kenneth C. Walker and John F. Arm-
strong, "Health Hazards of Discarded Pesticide Containers", Âfchiveq
of Environmentaì Health, Vol 2., Nov. 1961, p.50; and Stephen H. Gel-
bach and tli lton A. Wiìliams rrPesticide Containers: Their Contribution
to Poisoning", Arc[lg of Environmental H-eÊ-ll-h, Vol. 30, Jan. 1975,
P. I+9-50
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tential ly i rreversible.

3.2.2 He¿_e_LC-g-Ug Waste and Sol id I'Jaste

As stated previously, the pesticide container disposal problem can

be def ined in one of tv,,o ways: it could be def ined as a solid waste

problem w'i th a hazardous waste component, or aì ternatively , a l'razardous

waste problem with a soì id waste component.

The defini tion of a sol id waste probìem is straightforward. Sol id

waste disposal requires the use of ìand, and as such imposes an opportu-

nity cost on society. The definition of a hazardous waste problem' or a

hazardous waste is not as obvious. A hazardous waste is defined (for

regulatory purposes) as a substance which "present(s) or will present an

unreasoRable risk of injury to health or the environment'r or (for pur-

poses of testing) "r " "rb.tance 
which "may present an unreasonable risk

of i nj ury to hea ì th or the env i ronment" . e For the purposes of th i s

study, a hazardous waste will be defined within the context of the "reg-

u I atory purposes" cr i ter i on.

The consequences of incorrectly defining the pesticide container

probìem may be significant. lf a decision-maker incorrectly defines the

problem, one of two error types can occur. The first type is a faìse

positive, where regulations for hazardous waste problems are implemented

when no hazardous v,raste problem exists. The second type of error, a

false negative, occurs when a hazardous waste problem which exists is

not recognized and is, therefore' not dealt with.ro

' U.S. EPA, Toxic Substances Control Act, Section AIA; and 6a.

I+5



The choice of problem definition is an important factor in the

determination of pol icy alternatives for container disposal control. To

i I lustrate the importance of the definitionaì choice, the example of a

tax can be used. Such a tax may prove to be an effective means of con-

troì I ing improper sol id waste disposal but not hazardous waste. This

difference arises because of the problems associated the disposaì of

hazardous wastes. Whi ìe sol id waste disposal is a resource al ìocation

problem, pesticide residuals may cause significant health and environ-

mental probìems. Therefore proper disposal of pesticide containers be-

comes vital. A tax cannot ensure such behavior. ln short, for a tax to

be a viable policy alternative, it would have to be at ìeast as great as

the cost of handling pesticide containers. ln order to choose the ap-

propriate probìem definition, it is necessary to ìook at the environmen-

tal and health effects of pesticide residual in containers. 0nce.the

physical Rature of a problem has been defined or examined, ¡t is possi-

ble to del ineate aìternative poì icy prescriptions.

3"3 P!!L!_Y 14E CHAN I S¡4S

Pol icy makers have four basic pol icy mechanisms avai ìable when con-

sider i ng envi ronmental probl ems:

l. moral suasion

2" direct controls

Talbot Page, A

es Control Act,
l98l), p. 9.

F ramework for Unreasonab I e Risk in the Toxic Subs tanc -
(Pasadena, Ca l i forn i a l nst i tute of Technol ogy, Feb.

to
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3. government i nvestment

4. market processes

a) subsidization

b) taxat i on

c) deposit-refund system

Each of these mechanisms will be examined as a potential control

deviee for pesticide container disposal, as either a soìid waste probìem

or hazardous waste problem. ln order to determine the appropriateness

of these mechanisms, it is necessary to consider the flow of pesticide

containers from the formulator to their ultimate disposal. This pro-

vides decision makers with an overview of the system and alìows them to

identify what mey be appropriate control points" Figure À provides a

diagramatic ¡llustration of this flow. As can be seen, the probìem can

be regulated at the formuìation, wholesale, retai l, or appl ication stag-

es of the process. The appl ication stage is of special interest.

Clearly, ¡t is necessary to condsider aì I groups applying pesticides;

farmers commerc i al appl i cators, and i nst i tut i ons. Each of these groups

operate under a un i que set of constra i nts, thus, present un i que prob-

lems. ln this light, the pesticide container disposaì problem is a se-

ries of probìems rather than a problem , per se.
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Formuìator

l,Jhoìesaler

Reta i ì er

Appl i cator
(Farmer, Commercial Appl icator, or lnstitution)

D i sposa ì

(R i nsed or Unr i nsed)

L i tter Sol i d Waste Hazardous Waste

Figure l+: Pesticide Coirtainer Flow: Formuìation to Disposaì

3.3.1 Horal Suasion

lloral suasion can be thought of as "friendly persuasionr'. As a

pol icy mechanism, moraì suasion relys on publ ic pressure to affect

changes in the behavior of an "offending" group. Publ ic pressure can
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take the form of private discussion, pol icy statements' publ ic pro-

nouncements, or outright appeals.rr ln the case of pollution, for exam-

ple, i t might be expected that moraì suasion wi I I resul t in poì ìuters

changing their production practices in an effort to reduce pol lution.

With regard to the pesticide container problem, ¡t is possible, al-

though unl ikely, that a change in pesticide users' atti tudes can be

brought about through the use of moraì suasion. Historically, environ-

mental groups have been unsu.."r"ful in infìuencing farm practices;

therefore, success with moral suasion is not expected. ln the event

that moral suasion were successful, however, pesticide users might adopt

proper disposal practices (either on-farm or secure landfilì), or if re-

cycl ing became a viable alternative, voluntary groups might evolve. As

noted aboVe, these outcomes are unì ikely.

3.3 2 Government I nvestment

Government investment in this context would take the form of an ex-

penditure on a facility or an educational program. By providing a fa-

cility, or an educational program, it is feìt that the public can be in-

duced to adopt socially desirabìe behavior.

ln

prov i ded

lection

l'lan i toba

crush i ng

might

depots

and

spen t

the case of the pesticide container disposal problem, faci I ities

includez hazardous waste

or secure landfill sites.

Rural l'lunicipal ities have

pestícide containers and

i nc i nerators,

ln practice,

been i nvoìved

central i zed col -

the Province of

in a program of

residual chemical

rr C.R. f{cConnelì and W.H
Ltd., 1978) , p. 340.

col I ect i ng the

Economics (Toronto, HcGraw-Hi I IPope,

\9
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3

for proper disposaì. An educationaì program wouìd involve attempts to

increase pubì ic/producer awareness regarding pesticide safety in general

and disposal procedures specificalìy. Again, the Province (in conjunc-

tion with the Canadian Agricultural Chemcial Association) is involved in

this activity.

ln either case, onìy part of the problem is dealt with. For exam-

ple, if a hazardous waste incinerator were provided, how would assembly

of spent containers be facilitated? Simiìarly, there is no means of en-

forcing attendance or participation in a publ ic awareness program' nor

is there any means of assuring adherence to guidelines set forth.

3 3 D i rect Control s

Direct controls imply regu'l ation of some form; they ."... can be

viewed as a process of col lective decision making to determine the ap-

propriate leveì of an activity involving external effectsr'.r2 For in-

stance, direct controìs may prohibit certain forms of pol lut¡on or may

place ìimits on levels of polìution.

Two approaches are avaiìable to decision-makers considering the use

of direct controls -- standards and regulations. A standard might re-

quire, for example, that X percent of spent pesticide containers must be

disposed of properìy at least 99 percent of the time. ln short, an ac-

ceptable level of pol ìution is determined and used as a basis for the

standard. Conversely, a reguìation requi res the use of speci fied proce-

r2 Wiìliam J. Baumo'l and Wallc'e E. 0ates'
Pr i ces for Protect i on of the Ënv i ronment",
i.s_, Vol 73, 1971, pp. 47-48.

-50-

"The Use of Standards and
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dures or processes that reduce emissions.r3 Triple or pressure r¡ns¡ng

might be required prior to final disposal of the containers, for exam-

pl e.

A wide variety of operational choices are available under the spec-

trum of direct controls. The choice of control method depends upon

whether the container problem is defined as an on-farm probìem which

must be dealt with by farmers and other users' or as a problem to be

dealt with by chemical dealers or chemical companies.

lf the problem is defined as an on-farm problem requiring on on-

farm solution, direct controls can come in two forms -- standard or reg-

uìation. To reiterate, a standard could require that X percent of con-

tai ners must be di sposed of properly at least 99 percent of the time.

(Proper disposal would include tripìe or pressure.rinsing ànO aeposition

i n a secure ì andf i ì I .) The regul atory approach mi ght requi re tr iple/

pressure rinsing of containers prior to disposal, or that rinsed con-

tainers must be taken to a secure landfill site (or centralized collec-

tion depot). Cìearly, the difference between standards and reguìations

is the basic approach to the problem soìution. ln this case' both op-

tions have proper container disposal as a goaì but take different routes

to ach i eve th i s end.

lf chemicaì dealers or companies are to be subject to direct con-

troìs, several alternative forms of regulation are avai Iable. One al-

ternative is a cradle-to-grave manifest system which could be impìement-

r3 William J. Baumol and VJallace
içI, and lXe aue]-ily of Life'
p" 235-

Econom i cs, Envi ro ental Pol -E. 0ates,
(New York,
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ed to ensure proper or sanitary disposal. Such a system would require

that each pesticide container be followed by an invoice from the formu-

later or retailer to the user and finally to its ultimate disposal. By

determining where the final responsibi I ¡ty for the proper disposal of a

container I ies, enforcement of an on-farm regulation (or standard) be-

comes easier. This form of regulation mig.ht seem to impact agricultural

chemical users the most; however, the bulk of the costs and administra-

tive responsibi I ity wi I I ì ikeìy ì ie with chemical dealers and companies.

A second al ternative would requi re that chemical deaìers accept

spent containers for disposal or recycl ing. The dealership could act

either as a depot for collection, or as the agency responsible for dis-

posal or brokerage. ln short, a reverse flow channeì for pesticide con-

tainers would be establ ished.

Finally, if chemical companies were to be the target of direct con-

trols and recycl ing were desirable, an additional regulatory option be-

comes obvious. Pol icy-makers might require that agriculturaì chemicals

be sold only in certain types of containers (e.g. 200 litre drums), oF

in containers which can be easily recycled (e.9., prohibition on plastic

conta i ners) .

3 4 t'larket Processes

Pol i cy-makers

intervening in the

can affect a change in the behavior of pol luters by

3

res i dua l

marketpl ace. I n essence, property

of production which previously had

r i ghts are as-

no market valuesigned to a

(e.g"os

Governments can establ ish this market in one of three ways:
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I . taxat ion

2. subsidization

3. depos i t-refund system

Taxation can be thought of as a rpush away'from a certain type of

behavior or, more simply, a rstickr. Subsidization, on the other hand,

can be thought of as a'pull toward'another form of behavior, or a

'carrotr. Both approaches invoìve the al location of property rights to

polluters. ln the case of taxation, the polluter must compensate those

affected by his/her production. Converseìy, in the case of subsidiza-

tion, the poììuter must be paid to forfeit his right to pollute. These

two alternatives are often thought to be symmetric in their abi I ity to

cause a reduction in pol ìution. This assumption may be misleading.

Dewees and Sim.s suggest that several sources of asymmetry betwlen sub-

sidies and taxes exist.ra ln the short run, they suggest that pollution

authorities wi I I have difficulty estimating the level of emissions in

the absence of the subsidy. Further, Dewees and Sims suggest that in

the ìong run, entry into and exit from the industry is a source of asym-

metry. ln this case, because a subsídy scheme which raises prices will

encourage entry, potential entrants and exiters wouìd have to be subsi-

dized.rs Not only would this bankrupt the pol lution authority, but as

Pol insky suggests, ìocating potential entrants and exi ters would prove

to be difficult.r6 Alternatively, active firms could be subsidized for

r4 D.N. Dewees and W.A. Sims,rlThe Symmetry of Effluent Charges
sidies for Pol lution Control", lggdjg Journaì of Economics,
\976, p. 329.

and Sub-
Vol. 9,

!s lbid p. 330.

r 6 A. f'li tche I I Pol i nsky,
in Pol Iution Control",

'rNotes on the Symmetry of Taxes and
Canadian Journal of Economics, Voì.

Subsidies
12, 1979,
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entering or exiting an industry, which, as Dewees and Sims state, would

mean I'emissions are likely to be increased over unreguìated levels'r.r7

3.3.\.1 Subsidization

As stated above, a subsidy can be considered to be a carrot or a

pulì-away from some undesirable form of behavior. lf this form of mar:

ket intervention were considered desirable by pol icy-makers, four dif-

ferent groups couìd be subsidized: farmers, chemical dealers, chemicaì

companies or municipal governments. Farmers could be subsidízed in sev-

eral different ways. The most obvious avai ìable subsidy to farmers

would be to make funds availabìe to install pressure rinsers on spraying

equipment. This type of subsidy would not be ongoing but rather a "one

time of fer". l'lechanically, the issuing agency might of fer a subsidy

based on an estimated cost', or based on actuaì costs (from sale re-

ceipts). A second alternative for farm subsidization would be to rrcom-

pensate" farmers who properly dispose of their containers and del iver

them to a centralized depot. For instance, farmers who utiìized the fa-

ci I ities made avai lable through the pesticide container disposaì project

could be compensated for. their time and effort. One option previously

discussed with regard to hazardous waste disposal is the cradle-to-grave

manifest system. This approach requires that each container is trace-

able from its origin to its termination by means of an accounting or pa-

per-transfer system. lf such a system Were put in place, the costs as-

sociated with its administration would be extremely high. Therefore' to

p. 82.

r? Dewees and Sims, 0p. cit.
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offset the administration and information costs of such a program, a

subsidy might be granted to the groups affected the most, primari ìy

chemical dealers and companies. W¡th this funding, the administrative

burden might be made more tolerabìe.

While the above option might work at different levels of the pesti-

cíde marketing chain, there is the potential for group specific subsid-

ies also. Chemicaì dealers who accept spent containers might be subsi-

dized to offset handl ing and storage costs, oF chemical companies might

be subsidized to convert to either reusabìe/recycìabìe or easi ly rinsed

containers. ln either case, the subsidy would be a means of negating

increased expenses which the companies might face.

Final ly, municipal levels of government might receive subsidies as

an incentive to provide and maintain secure landfi I I sites. ln effect,

increased fundìng may be seen as a means to secure a safer disposal site

for spent containers. While this type of transaction may be considered

a transfer payment, it acts as a subsidy in the sense that it increases

the wi I I i ngness to suppì y servi ces.

3.3 "k.2 Taxat ion

Taxation, rather than being

from some undesirable behavior.

a rcarrotr is a rstick' or a push away

As wi th subsidization, distinct groups

chemical dealers and chemicalmay be the

compan i es .

problem is

or sold) .

subject of a tax -- farmers,

D i scuss i on of taxat i on and

I ikely to focus on a surtax

pesticide container disposal

pesticides (whether purchased

tax could then be used to fi-

the

on

The revenues generated by th i s
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nance clean-up projects or some other type of government investment. lf

chemicaì users perceive this as a temporary aberration, they may a'l ter

their disposal habits in an effort to have the tax removed. Alterna-

tively, chemicaì companies couìd be taxed on the basis of container

type. lf, for instance, a certain type of container were deemed undesi-

rable, al I of those containers might be subject to a tax. This tax

shouìd be significant enough to induce chemical companies to change

their packaging technology" This form of tax is a much more obvious

'stick' than the foregoing taxation methods.

3.3.1+ "3 Depos i t-Ref und SYstem

A deposit-refund system is a policy instrument which couples a

'push away' (deposit) from some activity with a 'puì I toward' (refund)

another. "The objective is to create some minimum vaìue on all contain-

ers which would encourage thei r return by consumers."rs Bohm suggests

that depos i t-refund systems are ila type of economi c i ncent i ve system

that in many cases an repìace pure tax or subsidy schemes as a policy

alternative to regulation and at the same time avoids some of the unde-

sirable distributional and budgetary effects of such schemesrr.re The

most visible exampìe of a deposit-refund system is associated with bev-

erage containers. Under a deposit-refund system, the consumer of a bev-

erage is required to pay a deposit at the time of purchase. lf the con-

sume returns the container he/she is entitled to a refund (equivalent to

0rganization for Economic Cooperation and Development, Beverage Con-
ta'r¡ç¡S: Reuse or Recvc I i ng, (Par i s, OEe D, 1978) ' p. 'l00.

I8

Peter Bohm, Deposit-Refund Systems, (galtimore, Johns Hopkins Univer-I9

sity Press, l98l), p. 2.
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the depos i t) .

he/she would

er disposaì.

ln short, if the consumer did not return the container

forfe¡t the refund and, effectively, be charged for improp-

A deposit-refund system for pesticide containers could be set up in

a number of different ways, each way impacting different groups. For

example, a system could be establ ished which wouìd result in chemical

compan i es or chem i ca I dea ì ers bear i ng the brunt of the prob ì em. Con-

verseìy, a system could be established which would see the users of ag-

ricultural. chemicals bearing the brunt of the costs. ln the subsequent

discussion, these alternatives wi I I be deveìoped and discussed.

Whether or not chemical companies or dealers will bear the brunt of

a deposit-refund system for pesticide containers depends on the choice

of a reverse-f low channeì . The .containers could f ol ìow either a 're.tai I

reverse-flow channel' or a 'special depot reverse-fìow channel'. ln the

case of a'retail channelr, pesticide containers would be returned to a

retaiì outlet for disposaì, while in the case of a'special depot'chan-

neì, containers would be taken to a faciìity designed specifically for

handl i ng spent pesticide containers.

Should a retaiì reverse-flow channel be used as a part of a depos-

it-refund system for pesticide containers, the bulk of its costs (admin-

istrative, storage. and potential ly capi taì) wi I I fal ì on chemical deal-

ers or companies. A deposit can be ìevied on containers at the retail'

formul at i on or conta i ner manufacture stages of the d i str i but i on process.

Lambert and Towìe suggest that the latter two stages (formulate or manu-
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f ac tur e)

plicity,

el.

would be appropriate if

i t wi I I be assumed that

recycl ing were desirable.2o For sim-

deposits are levied at the retail lev-

ln such a system the following container flow might be observable

(see F i gure !) .

Ill:1'^ I l,tilì t) I s P()s^l Oontairtc¡'
I
I
I

I

-- - I;unds

he/she would be re-

container has been

the conta i ner and

(:(}NS[!MDR

Figure !: Retail Reverse-Flow Channel

At the time the user purchased the pesticide,

qu i red to pay a depos i t on the con ta i ner .

emptied, the pesticide user i s then able

Once the

to return

Doug I as 11 . Lamber t
pos i t: Economi c
f orn ia l'lanaqement

and Jeffrey G. Towle, 'rA Theory of Return
and Logisticaì lmpl ications of Legislationr',
Rev i ew, Vo I . 22, ì 980, p. 69.

for De-
Cali-
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claim a refund.

system would be

of the stage at

ln this sense, a

s imi lar to beverage

which the deposit is

Conversely, a special depot reverse:flow channel may be uti I ized.

pesticide container deposi t-refund

contro I dev i ces, wi th the except i on

levied.

Again, for simplicity, it is assumed that

tail level. Diagrammatically, if such a

a deposit is

system were

levied

put in

at the re-

pl ace, the

- RETATLER---E
GOVERNMENT

TNTERMEDIARY\ \ \ \ \ \ \

1
I

I

I

- 
Qsn¡¿l¡s¡

Funds

CONSU},fER

I

I

Iv
SPECIAL

DEPOT

-, 

DISPOSAL

F i gure 6; Spec i a ì Depot Reverse-F I ow ehanne I

fol lowing would be observable (Figure 6). Clearly, the administration

of a special depot channeì is much more complex than the reta¡l channeì,

yet the brunt of the program is not borne by chemical companies or deal-

ers but rather by society as a whole and the users of agricultural chem-

icals in particular. Operationaì ly, the container flow would be altered

in that rather than returning them to a retai I outlet, containers would
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gravitate toward the special depot, establ ished specifical ly for dispos-

ing of containers. The existence of a special depot would impose a cost

on the user since rather than merely returning to the retailer, a spe-

cial trip would have to be made to a depot. From a logistical point of

view, it would seem reasonable to establish a depot in each municipality

and to make the depots the responsibi ì ity of local governments.

The administration problem with a special depot reverse-flow chan-

nel is the flow of funds. The movement of these funds can be facilitat-

ed through a procedure similar to that required by the l'lanitoba Retail

Saìes Tax Act. Under this Act, vendors are required to make a return to

the ftinister on or before the twentieth day of each month. Simi larly,

chemical dealers might be required to remit funds to the Crown in this

manner. ldeal ìy, the Crown, in this case would be represented by a

group responsible for the coordination and administration of such a pro-

gram" This administrative body would al locate the funds to the special

depots, who in turn would aìlocate the refunds upon the return of spent

containers. The final disposaì of the spent containers wouìd become the

responsibility of the special depot, which would be equípped to ensure

proper disposition.

One important difference between a retai ì fìow channel and a spe-

cial depot flow channel is the number of times the containers are han-

dìed. As stated previously, increased handl ing results in increased

health and environmental risk. lf a retail fìow is implemented and the

containers are properly disposed of, they are handled at least three

times; at ìeast once by the producer, chemical dealer and municipal ity

(it is assumed that retailers will endeavor to dispose of containers in
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a safe manner). A special depot flow, on

qui re that contai ners are handl ed twi ce;

by the municipal ity. Therefore, the risk

from unr i nsed contai ners would be reduced.

the other hand, would only re-

once by the producer and once

to health and the environment

3 3 5 An I ntegrated Conta i ner D i sposal Pol i cv

Decision-makers may feel that no one policy mechanism is broad

enough in scope to deal with the pesticide container disposal probìem.

As a result, an integrated policy may be deveìoped. it is possibìe that

by combining various poì icy mechanisms, an effective pol icy can be de-

veloped. This section wi I I provide an exampìe of such a pol icy mecha-

nism.

There are a,number of basic assumptions which underlie the inte-

grated poì icy to be developed. For instance, in order to maintain the

pol icy's flexibi ì ity, the disposal system devised must al low for either

ìandfill disposal or container recycling. lt is possible that, in time,

recycling may become a merit want or that the supply of secure landfills

wilì be exhausted, therefore, the option to choose recycìing should ex-

ist. Secondly, it is assumed that triple or pressure rinsing is a nec-

essary prerequisite for safe container disposal, therefore, ãñY pol icy

developed must ensure that it takes place.

Although the container disposal problem is contributed by commer-

cial applicators and institutions, the contribution to the problem by

farmers is of primary concern. Quite simply, the reguìation of commer-

eial appl icator and institutional disposaì is fairly simple; the regula-
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tíon of on-farm disposal, however, is not. Thus, it is assumed that the

focus of an integrated pol icy mechanism must be on-farm disposaì prac-

tises, rather than of all pesticide users. Further, it is assumed that

the responsibi I ity for safe container disposal should I ie with farmers

and other users of pesticides rather than pesticide companies or deal-

ers. That i s not to say, however, that chemi cal dealers and compani es

have no responsibi I i ty regarding the enl ightenment of chemical users of

proper container disposal, in particular, and pesticide safety in gener-

al.

l.Jith these assumptions in mind, an ¡ntegrated policy is proposed to

faci ì i t,ate the safe di sposaì of pestícide containers. The cornerstone

of this pol icy is a deposit-refund system. The deposit-refund system

has been augmented with elements of other decision making tools. Sche-

matical ly, the pol icy would appear as fol lows (Figure 7):

DI SPOSAL/RECYCLING

REFUND

No

Ye Ntt I

F i gure /: I ntegrated Po I i cy Schemat i c

YRINS

DEPOSIT

REFUSAL

INS
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Basical ly, the pol icy would require a deposi t on each pesticide

container. Once the pesticide user has used the contents of the con-

tainer, he/she wi ì I decide whether or not to return the container for

the refund. lf it were determined that the container had been rinsed'

the user would be granted a refund. Alternatively, if the user did not

rinse the container, it would be unacceptable for return. lf this path

were fol lowed, the user would either have to rinse the container prior

to re-returning the containers or forfeit his deposit.

This frameurork, cìearìy, must be more rigidly defined. Rather than

uti I izing a retai I reverse-flow channel, a special depot reverse-flow

channel could be put in place. The rationále for this is threefold. ln

one case, it is assumed that the pesticide container disposal problem is

an appl ication site problem. The use of a retai I fìow would place a

high administrative and storage burden on the retai ì sector, which is

not the source of this probìem. lt is felt that this is not an accepta-

bìe allocation of burdens. Secondly, if a retail fìowwere utilized

there is no a priori reason to expect'retailers to encourage the return

of spent pesticide containers. ln short, retai lers may, by choice, make

alternative disposal methods more attractive than returning the contain-

ers" Final ly, requiring retai ìers to dispose of spent containers simply

adds an additional handl ing step in the disposal process and increases

disposal costs, but also increases the risk of contamination" The al-

ternative to a retail flow is, as stated, a special depot flow. The de-

pot could be run by municipal officials, who would be responsible for

the ultimate disposal of the pesticide containers. As noted before, the

administrative difficulty of having a deposit coìlected by one group and
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a refund being granted by another can be easily negated. This fìow of

funds could be facilitated in a manner similar to retail sales tax (Ue-

tween the retai ler and the provi ncial government) , where monthly remi t-

tances are required. The provinciaì government couìd either forward the

funds to each municipal ity, or directly send the refunds to consumers.

ln either case, the provincial government would be the intermediary be-

tween reta i I ers and consumers.

A fundamental problem with deposit-refund systems is the level at

which deposits/refunds are set. Simply, a deposit should be significant

enough to ensure the return of a container and low enough so as not to

impact (long-run) sales of agricultural chemicals. Clearly' on a pur-

chase of a $IOO.0O container of pesticide, a deposit of SI.OO would be

insignificant, however, "a deposit of between I and l0 percent of the

purchase price would I ikely achieve the ciesired effects. Also, a ìow

interest loan could be made available to chemical users (either bona-

fide farmers or I icensed commercial appl icators) for several months,

this would eneourage support for such a poì icy presciption. A second

alternative would see refunds being granted on containers for which no

deposit was col ìected. (ffris option wouìd exclude new farmers, how-

ever . )

The key to safe pesticide container disposaì is the rinsing of

spent pesticide containers. As suggested earlier, an unrinsed container

would not be acceptable for return. To avoid having containers rinsed

in a sewage system, or dumped in an urban (near-urban) area' the option

of having the containers rinsed at the special depot for a fee should be

made avai lable. Effectively, those pesticide users who returned thei r
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containers but fai led to rinse them would receive a reduced refund.

Should the consumer choose to rinse the containers himself, steps shouìd

be taken to ensure that containers are not rinsed in a manner which en-

dangers publ ic health or the environment. ln short, significant finan-

ciaì penalties should be established to dissuade this form of activity.

For any pesticide container disposal

cational program is necessary. Such a program

container disposal but al I aspects of pesticide

pol i cy

shou I d

to succeed an edu-

encompass not only

use and safety.

3 4 SUI'II'IARY

The pesticide container disposal problem is one of uncìear defini-

tion. ln one case, it may be a solid waste problem with a hazardous

waste component; in another, a hazardous waste problem with a sol id

waste component. The definition of the problem wi I I cìearìy effect the

choice of pol icy mechanism.

A significant array

environmentaì problems

mechanisms include:

of poì icy mechanisms are avai lable to deal

such as pesticide container disposal.

with

Thes e

l,loral suasion,

Government i nvestment,

D i rect control s,

f.larket processes.

Two other poì i cy mechan i sms a I so ex i st. Pol i cy makers have the op-

tions of maintaining the status quo or deveìoping an integrated pol icy

2

3

l+
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to deal wi th the pest¡ cide contai ner di sposal problem. As stated above

appropriate pol icy mechanism wi I ì depend upon the precisethe

nature of the problem. lt must be recognized that if the probìem

is one of l¡tter, it will be of little interest to policy makers. Al-

ternatively, if the problem is one of waste disposaì , costs are implied

and the problem may be of interest. However, if a hazardous waste prob-

lem exists, pol icy makers wi I I address it. This is especial ly true if

the possibi I ity of groundwater contamination exists, in which case the

problem ¡s not isolated to specific areas or populations.

An important first consideration in the empiricaì analysis of the

problem, is to estabìish the nature and incidence of the container dis-

posal situation. lt is also necessary to establish the breadth and the

impl ications of avai laUte pol icy prescriptions prior to attempting an

empirical risk benefit analysis. The foregoing discussion provides a

framework for establ i sh i ng the conta i ner d i sposal data base necessary

for an empirical ana'ì ysis of the probìem.
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Chapter I V

APPLICATION OF RISK BENEFIT ANALYSIS TO THE PESTICIDE
CONTAINER DISPOSAL PROBLE14

4"I INTRODUCTION

As stated in the first chapter, "those technigues whose Iabeì in-

cludes the word risk always focus on the threat to life and limb within

the cost benefit paradigm."r Thus, anaìysts choosing risk benefit analy-

sis as a decision-making tool must bear in mind the parameters which

govern the more conventional forms of cost benefit analysis. This chap-

ter provides a treatment of some of the mechanics of the application of

risk benefit analysis to the pesticide container disposaì problem,

thereby allowing consideration pf spme of the parameters of risk benefit

analysis.

There are several different analytical techniques which are re-

ferred to as risk benefit anaìysis in the ìiterature. One of these

forms might be more accurately described as being risk-cost-benefit

anaìysis or risk-analysis risk-management. Thîs method involves risk

assessment, cost and benefit evaluation, and the weighing (or balancing)

of r i sks and benef i ts.

Fischhoff, Lichenstein, Slovic, Derby and Keeney,0p. cit., p. .l02'
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ln the case of potential ly toxic chemicals, for example, the first

step, risk analysis, requires the estimation of chemical doses to which

members of different segments of society are exposed. From this esti-

mate, I ifetime exposure to the chemical in question must be determined

under most-probabìe and maximum-pìausible exposure scenarios.2

The second step requires the estimation of the net benefits associ-

ated with the hazard in question. Benefit evaìuation for pesticides,

for exampìe, requi res that analysts consider a pesticide's effect on

crop qual ity and yield. Conversely, the estimation of the costs associ-

ated with pesticide usage requires that anaìysts assess the impact of a

pesticide on pest control costs. F¡nalìy, upon enumeration of the costs

and benefits associated with a pesticide, the net benefits can be deter-

mined via conventional cost benefit anaìysis.3

To facilitate the weighing (or balancing) of risks and benefits, it

is necessary to compare the pesticide in question with available alter-

natives. Anaìysts must then sum the risks and economic impacts associ-

ated with each use and alternative. Fina'l ìy, based on this calculation,

a decision maker may choose among the appropriate alternatives.a

A second form of risk benefit anaìysis requires that analysts uti-

ì ize a procedure more closely resembl ing conventional cost benefit anaì-

ysis. Rather than considering risk and net benefits, this procedure re-

quires that expected losses and gains be multipl ied by the probabi I ity

National Academy of Science, 0p. cit., pp. 159-181.

lbid., pp. ì90-218.

4 Iþr-d. , pp. l3l-153.
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that an outcome wi I I occur. Upon this calculation being made, the

expected gain or ìoss for the entire system can be determined through

the summation of the expected gains or losses associated with various

poss i bl e consequences. 5

This form of risk benefit analysis has the advantage of being more

flexible than the risk-cost-benefit method. By uti I izing the risk ben-

efit analysis framework, the analyst is able to determine the expected

value of a benefit, cost or any other variable of concern. ln short,

probabi I ity distributions can be associated with each element of inter-

est. Due to the flexibility allowed by the risk benefit anaìysis frame-

work, it wiìl be utilized for the evaluation of the pesticide container

disposal problem.

To allow discussion of risk benefit

pesticide container disposal problem,

structure is employed:

Ri sk Assessment,

a) Event Tree Analysis,

b) Probabi I ity Assignment,

- hazard evaluation,

- exposure evaluation,

Benefit and Cost Assessment,

a) External Costs and Benefits,

I nterna I Effects,

ana I ys i s, as appì i ed to the

the following organizational

2

3

5 F i schhoff, Op. c i t. , pp. 178-179.
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Calculation of Net Benefits'

Summary.

\"2 RISK ASSISSI'IENT

The process of risk assessment involves two distinct stages: enu-

meration of aìl adverse or beneficial consequences that might arise from

the implementation of a policy, and the estimation of the probability of

those events occuring.. lf the event in question impacts human heaìth or

the environment, it is necessary to first determine the hazard associat-

ed with various doses and then, the probability of the various levels of

exposure occur i ng.

4 .2 . ì Et4eI! Trqg Ana Lyq !_9

. ln order to fuì ly understand a system, analysts must consider the

performance of individual components in that system, the interdependen-

cies between those components, and the way in which the system interacts

with the surrounding human and physicaì environment. Thus, event tree

anaìysis is an important facet of risk assessment, providing an enumera-

tion of al I possible outcomes.

As suggested, the use of an event tree requ i res ¡r i dent i f i cat i on of

all possible sequences of events which may lead to serious consequences

to public health and safety.rr? I'lore specif icaììy, event tree anaìysis

requires an analyst to rrstart from a particular undesired initiating

6 tbid p. 182 .

? Edmund Crouch and Ri chard VJi l son, "Estimates of Ri sk'r, Journaì of
Business Administration, Vol. ll, F.all 1979lSpring .l980, pp. 299.

4

5
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event and project all possible outcomes of an eventrr.8

ln the case of pesticide container disposaì, given the objective of

safe container disposal, the initiating event is therefore the decision

to triple or pressure rinse spent pesticide containers. The subsequent

decisions relate to the actuaì disposal of the containers and the health

and environmental effects of the preceding actions (see Figure 8).

There are several modes of fai lure which are often overlooked in

event tree ana I ys i s: e

ì. Human Error,

- "How can we ever be certain that we have enumerated all of the

important and imaginat¡ve ways in which we, the people, can

mess th i ngs up. ";

2.' Fai lure to consider unanticipated chang.es in the world in which

technol ogy funct i ons;

3. Overconfidence in our scientific and technical knowìedge;

4. Fai lure to see how the system functions as a whoìe;

5. Overlooking "common mode fai lures",

- i.e. assuming independence where it does not exist"

These errors are considered in Figure 8. For instance, there is

the poss¡biìity that people fail to discard spent containers and extend

the usefuì I ife of a pesticide container (examples of this would be the

use of spent containers for livestock feed or water). Thus, the event

tree must al ìow for non-disposal of containers.

Fischhoff, 0p. cit., pp. 178-179.

lbid., p. l8l-183.9
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\ "2.2 Probaþi lj;!y Assessment

As stated previously, if human heaìth, or the environment, is im-

pacted, probabi I i ty assessment requi res that a dose-response relation-

ship be established; based on this, the probability of exposure to haz-

ardous dosages must be determined. The process is much simpler for

var iables which do not requi re consideration of envi ronmental or heal th

effects.

Determining the probabi I ity of a non-health/environmental variable

in the case of pesticide container disposal entails observation of agri-

cultural chemical user behavior. Clearly, resource constraints preclude

the possibi I ity of observing al I pesticide users. Therefore, it is nec-

essary to define the population of pesticide users and draw from it a

representative sampìe. Al ternativeìy, expert opinion could be sought

and a probability distribution could be derived based on the opinions.

lf a sample is drawn from a population of experts, care must be taken in

extrapolation of results to the farm level. Also, care must be taken to

ensure that the probabil¡ties are properly encoded and biases are not

introduced unintentional ly.to Simi ìarly, care must be taken if the users

of agriculturaì chemicals are sampled. ln this case, bias can easiìy be

introduced if the user has, or perceives, an incentive not to reveal his

or her true dec i s i ons.

ro Carl S" Spetzìer and Carì-Axel
Encoding in Decision Analysis",
1975, pp" 340-358.

S. Stael von Holstein,
I'tanagement Sc i ence, Vo I

ilProbability
23, November
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Table I summarizes potential data sources for the pesticide con-

tainer disposal probìem.

TABLE I

Potential Sources of Data for Probabi I ity Assessment of Non-Health or
Envi ronmental Var iables

Variable/Decision Data Source¡'¡

Triple or Pressure Rinse

Utilization of Secure Landfill
Sites

Use of reverse-flow channel

ronment, i t

to a hazard

where there is a potential

is necessary to determine the

and its effects. ln short,

dose-response relationships for the hazard

- Farm Survey
- Weed I nspector Survey

- Farm Survey
- Weed I nspector Survey
- l4unicipaì Survey

- Farm Survey
- Weed I nspector Survey
- P¡ovincial Authorities:

- Department of Environment
or Department of Agr i cul ture

impact on health or the envi-

reì ationsh i p between exposure

it is necessary to establish

in question.

0n-Farm I nc i nerat i on or Bur i a I - Farm Survey
- Weed I nspector Survey

Cont i nued Use of Conta i ners - Farm Survey
- Weed I nspector Survey

¡'c Ranked i n descend i ng order of pref erence as a data source.

l+ "2 "2 "l Hazard Eva I uat i on

I n cases
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There ex i st four methods of eva I uat i ng hazards assoc i ated wi th

chemicaìs:

observat i on,

4. I nd i rect exper i mentat i on or i n

on exposure in human popuìations,

or animal bioassays'

vitro studies.

Historical studies are often based upon cl inical observation of

certain phenomenon. For example, Gehlbach and Williams cite nine cases

of poisoning due to discarded pesticide containers.rr Whi le this pro-

vides an indication of the potential toxicity of unrinsed pesticide con-

tainers, it is not comprehensive enough to allow the derivation of a

dose-response relationship. . Thus, "to a certain extent, anecdotaì

(sic.) obdervations of this kind represent ì ¡ttle more than a single

prof essional's opinion'r. r2

Due to the wide range of pesticides in use, and their varying tox-

icity, it is necessary to obtain data on numerous aspects of specific

pesticides Therefore, êpidemiological studies, animal bioassays and in

vitro studies are aì I pesticide specific.

Epidemiologicaì studies are based upon the study of individuals

within populations exposed to different ìevels of a hazard.13 ln these

1r Gehlbach and Wiììiams, 0p. cit., pp. 49-50.

D. Krewski, D. Cìayson and R.S. l'lcCullough, rrldentif ication and I'leas-

l. Historicaì studies or direct

2. Epidemiologicaì studies based

3. Toxicological experimentation

I2

urement of Risk", -tjld_!.g with Risk:
@þ, êd., I . Burton, C.D. Fowle,
versity of Toronto Press, September

Env i ronmenta ì

R.S. l,lcCullou
1982), p. 11.

R i sk ltanagement i n
gh (Toronto: Un i -

p. I l.r3 lbid
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studies, a control group is compared to a group with a known exposure to

the hazard in question.ra General ly, these studies are organized along

occupational I ines. For example, in a study of the toxic effects of

chlorobenzi late, the occupational exposure of ci trus spray appl icators

and fruit pickers to chlorobenzi late were expl icitly considered.r5 Un-

fortunately, as lleinstein suggests, "due to confounding effects and in-

adequate control s, i nadequate moni tor i ng of exposure, oF a smal I under-

ìying effect that cannot be distinguished from no effect in avai lable

sampì esrr, f i ndi ngs of ei pidemi olog i cal studi es are questionabl e. r 6

0ften experimentation with animals can be, and is, undertaken as a

means of discerning the toxicity of a substance. The advantages of ani-

mal bioassays i nclude the exi stence of control led condi tions' and the

possibiìity of accurate mon.itoring of doses.r? There are however' a num-

ber of limiting factors. Two of these factors are the need for large

doses and that, guite simpìy, rodents are not human beingsrs A third

I imitatìon is that extrapolation of experimentational results outside of

the observable response range is necessary becaùse of the need for pro-

hib¡ tively large numbers of animals requi red to estimate r i sk at low

I evel s of exposure d i rect I y. t t

r4 l'1 ilton C. Weinstein, "Decision Haing for Toxic Substance Control:
Cost-Effective I nformation Deveìopment for the Control of Envi ronmen-
tal Carcinogens", Publ ic Pol icy, Vol. 27, 1979, p. 3\5.

r5 C.P"E.A.P., 0p.

r6 Weinstein, 0p.

' ' l8' ' P' 348'

cit., pp. .l60-.l66.

cit., p. 3\5

18 Krewski, Cìayson, and l'lcCulìough' 0p.

A I so, ì ong term effects are d i ff i cul t
tion in exposure levels are difficult

76-

cit., p. ll.

to d i scern and, seasona I var i a-
to duplicate. l.C. llunroe, and
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As alluded to above, it is necessary to extrapolate from high doses

to ìow doses. l.Jhile most scientists dismiss the concept that at high

doses virtually anything wiìl cause cancer, they do not necessarily

agree on the shape of the dose-response curve. Clearly, the functional

form of the dose-response curve will impact the analysis of risk. As a

resul t, anaìysts must be aware of the assumptions impì ici t w¡ th the

choi ce of a funct i onal form. For exampì e, the mul t i -stage model i s

'rbased on the assumptions that the induction of irreversible, S€lf-rep-

ìicating toxic effects such as carcinogenesis is the result of the occu-

rance of a number of different random biological events, the rate of oc-

curance of each event being in strict I inear proportion to the dose

raterr.20 The one hit model, on the other hand, is "based on the concept

that a response wiìl occur after the target site has been hit by a sin-

gle biologicaì ìy effective uni t of dose".2r

Perhaps more significant than the functional form of the dose re-

sponse curve is the shape of this curve in the low dose region. As

shown in Figure Nine, this wiìl have a considerable impact on risk esti-

mates for low levels of exposure.22 Clearly, the impact on risk assess-

ment of the shape of the low-dose region of the dose-response curve is

of importance.

"Risk Assessment and RegulatoryD.R
and

Krewsk i ,
Cosmet i cs Toxicoloqy, VoI '|9, 0ctober 198.l,

Decision Haking", Iggd
p.550.

zo lbid

2L

p. 551-552.

p. 551.

p. 552.

tb¡d

22 lbid
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The second extrapolation al luded to in the discussion of bioassays

is that of extrapolation from animaìs to humans. There are two key ele-

ments which must be considered at this stage. ln one case' the fact

that a compound is toxic in an animal test strain does not guarantee its

toxicity in humans. Conversely, the fact that a compound is not toxic

in an animal test strain does not guarantee that is is not toxic in hu-

mans.23 The second element which must be considered is dosage. Humans

are larger, ì ive longer and metabol ize more slowly than rats or mice.

However, it is customary to assume that the difference in size is the

only factor to be considered. There are two theories for this, one be-

23 I.Jeinstein, 0p. cit., p. 3\9.
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ing that the effective dose is inversely proportional to body weight;

the second being that effective dose is inversely proportional to body

surface area. Both theories, or approaches, yield different estimates

of doses necessary to produce a given level of risk.2a

Finally, the toxicity of a chemical can be estimated through in vi-

tro studies. These tests may be carried out at any leveì of toxicology

or pharmacoìogy.2s l,lore specif ical ly, these studies ìook for rrgenetic

damage and mutations in microorganisms", "genetic damage and mutations

in cultured mammalian celìs", or "transformation in the growth of mamma-

ìian ceìlsr'.26 Clearly, extrapolation problems exist with the use of in

vitro studies; however, they tend to be quick and inexpensive, and

therefore are of interest.

Upon completion of hazard'evaluation, analysts are left wi th dose-

response curves for various cnemicals via various media of exposure. ln

short, the leveìs at which the chemicals are toxic is known. Thus, the

next step is to determine those segments of the population which will be

exposed to a substance, by what media, at what dose, and with what pro-

bab ì i ty.

'n -lþjd. , PP. 3\9-350 .

25 Krewski, Clayson and f,lcCullough, 0p. cit", p. .l4.

26 !'leinstein, 0p. cit., p. 353.
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I+ "2 "2 "2 Exposure Eva I uat ion

ldeal Iy, exposure evaìuation "wouìd incìude estimates of exposure

by al ì routes, both for the entire popuìation and for particular sub-

groups that have different leveìs of exposure..."27 Clearly, this is an

i deaì .

There are th/o major approaches to exposure estimation, each begin-

ning with a specific exposure media and population at risk. The more

sophisticated of the two approaches is environmentaì model ì ing. This

process "relates the quantities of pol lutants emitted into the air, wa-

ter or ground to the distribution over space, and time of ambient levels

of those pollutants and their chemical derivatives".2s Thus, in the case

of chemieals in soil, leaching and absorption are modeìled, for example.

The second approach to exposure estimation.is monitoring. ln cases

where monitoring has been undertaken for some time and a data bank of

appropriate historical data has been established it is, at worSt,, ex-

pensive. ln short, monitoring is of no, or limited use, where the tech-

nology in question is new" Clearly, if the exposure to a new technology

is of interest, monitoring can provide no information prior to the im-

plementation of the new technology.

ln both cases, the objective is to determine the probability of the

population, or subpopulations, being exposed to various doses of a chem-

ical. lrlith this information, and the dose-response curve, it is possi-

bìe to determine the effects and the poss¡bility of exposing the entire

27 C.P.E"A.P 0p. cit., p" 67"

0p. cit., p. 358.2 I Wei nstei n,
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population, or segments of the population, to harmful doses of the chem-

ical in question.

The scientific methods of hazard evaìuation arer âS stated, based

upon a specific chemicaì under specific conditions. Due to the number

of agricultural chemicals in use, and the avai lable container disposal

options, the probability of different chemicals being exposed to one an-

other is high. As a result, risk assessment for the pesticide container

disposal problem must consider synergistic effects. ln short, estima-

tion of the dose-response curves for specific chemicals may be impru-

dent. Although, it is theoretically possible to test all possibìe c.om-

bination of chemicals it is clearìy impractical. Thus, the

determination of the probabi ì ity distribution of health and environmen-

tal hazards must rely upon expert opinion to a ìarge extent, rather tha.n

scientific evidence. Hence, it becomes necessary to ensure the experts

consuì ted understand fuì ly the concepts of probabi I i ty, and the nature

of the pesticide Çontainer disposal problem in a physical and institu-

tional sense.

ln sum, risk estimation involves a deterministic phase and a proba-

bi I istic phase. The deterministic phase requires that the decision

probìem is properly structured. This requires defining relevant vari-

ables and characterizing their relationships. The probabi I istic phase

involves the incorporation of uncertainty into the analysis by assigning

probabi I ity distributions to important variables.2e With respect to the

pesticide container disposal problem, the probabi ì istic phase presents

many probìems. Clearly, it is necessary to rely upon past experience to

Spetzler and Stael von Holstein, 0p. cit., p. 3\1.
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estabì ish the relevant probabi I ity distributions.

4.3 BENEF rT ANp CoST ASSESS¡4ENT

ln order to determine the social desirability of implementing a

pol icy it is necessary to differentiate between internal and external

costs and benef i ts. I nternaì costs and benef i ts are those costs and

benefi ts which are ful ly perceived by consumers and producers when mak-

ing their consumption and production decisions. These costs and ben-

efits wilì automatically be taken into account by market forces.30 Ex-

ternal costs and benefits, on the other hand, are not captured in the

marketplace. These are costs and benefits which are imposed on society

as a whole, and not explicitly considered i.n the consumption or produc-

t i on dec i s i ons of, procedures or consumers. 3 r

The decision of whether or not it is appropriate to implement a

pol icy must be based upon the degree to which market-generated outcomes

and sociaìly desirable outcomes differ. Since external costs and ben-

efits are costs and benefits which are imposed upon society as a whoìe,

internal effects are not of concern in the determination of a social ly

desirable outcome. That is not to say, however, that internal effects

are not of concern. lndeed, because they reflect distributional effects

not expì icitly considered in determining the most social ly desirable

pol icy, they are of interest to anaìysts and pol icy makers.

30 0.E.c.D

3r lbid

0p. cit., p. 40.
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4 " 3. I Externa I Costs and Benef i ts

As stated prev i ous I y, externa I costs and benef i ts are those costs

and benefits which do not accrue to individuaì consumers and producers.

External costs and benefi ts resulting from pesticide container disposal

include: sol id waste generation, I itter, health, environmental pol lu-

tion, recycl ing, and generaì administrative costs. None of these costs

or benefits are expl icitìy considered in the decision-making process of

individual consumers or firms. For example, once the usefuì I ife of a

container is over, a cost is imposed upon the operation of municipal

waste disposal sites. The disposal of waste is a publ ic good, and as

Bator suggests, not priced efficientìy. ln short, the costs of soì id

waste disposaì are not considered in an individualrs purchasing deci-

s ion,

4.3.1.ì Soìid Waste Generation

As ilìustrated above, soìid waste generation is external to the de-

cision-making of firms and consumers, and therefore must be considered

in the analysis of the pesticide container disposal problem. ln order

to assess the impact of pesticide containers on solid waste disposal, it

is necessary to examine the costs associated with solid waste disposaì.

Disposaì costs tend to be directly. reìated to the quantity of solid

waste.32 Therefore, estimation of the cost of disposing of spent pesti-

cide containers can be based upon either weight or volume measures.

f'lore specif ically, the cost to society of disposing of spent pesticide

32 lb¡d p. 50.
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containers can be represented by:

SW=CDxQw

where: SW = cost of sol id waste disposaì of spent
pesticide containers

CD = average cost per tonne of sol id waste disposal
in ruraì I'lanitoba

Qw = totaì weight of pesticide containers
generated annual ì y

Due to the nature of pest i c i de conta i ners, a measure of average

cost of disposal by voìume might be misleading, thus a measure avoids

the probìem which might arise due to crushed containers, and non-stan-

dard containers in the soì id waste stream, should a volume based esti-

mate of average cost be used.

The data relating to sol id waste disposal should be readily avail-

abìe f rom Rural l'lunicipalities and Local Government Districts. lt is

necessary to I imi t the calculation of average di sposaì costs to rural

regions because most containers wi I I be disposed of in these regions.

Clearly, the economies of scale of urban sol id waste disposal are not

appl icabìe in a ruraì setting.

Simi larly, determining the number of tonnes of spent pesticide con-

tainers generated annually in Hanitoba is fairìy straightforward. Be-

cause the type of containers in use are fairly standard, determining the

average weight per container is reasonably easy. Also, the number of

spent coRtainers generated can be determined fairly easily, either by

surveying users of agricuìtural chemicals, or their retai lers.
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\.3.1.2 Litrer

Litter is an eyesore which imposes an amenity cost on society.

This definition, however, is not operational. For such purposes, I itter

will be def ined as all articles which are found on roadsides, stream,/

river sides or on rural-public and -private lands. As was the case of

sol id wadte, I ittering does not impose a cost which is expl icitìy con-

sidered by an individual.

There are several approaches avai labìe for the estimation of the

pesticide container component of ì itter. One approach would be to base

the estimation of the container component on a unit-item-count basis.

Therefore, the container component of ì itter wouìd appear as a percent-

age of the total number of pieces of ìitter collected and disposed of.

A second approach to the problem wouìd entai I estimating the component

in terms of weight. Clearly, the two measures wiìì yield significantly

d i fferent resu I ts. 3 3

Expl icitìy, the container component of I itter can be measured as

shown:

L CL x Qw

where: L

CL

cost of I i tter col ì ect i on
to pesticide containers
average cost per tonne, of
and disposal
as defined previousìy

and di sposal attr ibutable

I i tter col ì ect i on

Qw=

33 tbid p. 52.
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Since the pesticide container problem is predominantly a rural one,

the measure of the cost of ìitter, collection and disposal must reflect

this, ln order to approximate a per tonne cost of litter collection for

roadsides, river/stream sides and rural pubì ic lands a composite cost

must be deveìoped. This composite must incorporate expenditures made by

the provincial Department of Highways, for roadside I itter. Expendi-

tures made by Rural llunicipal ities and the provincial Parks Branch for

I i tter col ìection and di sposal at wayside parks should provide an ade-

quate proxy measure of the costs associated with river/stream side and

rural-public and -private land litter.

\ "3.1 .3 Hea lth

As discussed in Chapter Two, the valuation of human ìife raises

conceptual and ethical questions. lt is clear, however, that'the exis-

tence of toxic substances in the environment imposes costs on society

with respect to health. Therefore, any reduction in morbidity or mor-

tal ity is a benefit to society. Given the conceptual and ethical diffi-

culties associated with the vaìuation of human I ife, many analysts sim-

pìy omit the benefit in their studies.sa However, there are proxy

measures wh i ch may be of emp i r i ca I va I ue. f'lost proxy va lues used are

extensions of those methods discussed in Chapter Two; however, reduced

medicaì expenditures also warrant consideration. Reduced medical expen-

ses can be thought of as a substitute for improvement in environmental

qual ity in the "production of human healthrr.35 lmpl icit in this measure

s4 Freeman, 0p. cit., p. 96

'u ]Þid. , P. 97 .
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is the vaìue an individual and society places on human life. lt must be

recognized however, that there are ì imitations on this measure. Typi-

cally, disutilities such as lost earnings are of significance, therefore

medical expenses wi ì I I understate wi ì ingness-to-pay to avoid i I lness.36

ln terms of the pesticide container disposal probìem, the use of

the reduction-in-medical-expenditure approach is superior to the lost-

earnings approach due to the groups most commonly exposed to the hazard.

Wolfe et. al. suggests that farmers, landfi I I site employees and chi ì-

dren are the three most susceptible groups.3? The use of the lost-earn-

ings approach would have resulted in the deaths of children yielding no

or positive effects. Clearly, this is unacceptable. This could only be

avoided by considering I ifetime earnings rather than current 'income.

However, it remains difficult to implement such an approach.

The measurement of this pol icy is extremeìy simple. lt is neces-

sary to consider gross expenditure on health care in l'lanitoba annualìy.

This measure wi I I capture administrative costs and more significantly

short-term and long-term health costs for al I relevant groups. Again,

it is important to recognize the I imitations of this measure of health

benefits as well as any other empirical measure which might be used in

its place.

" låß",
3? Wolfe,

p. 97.

Durham, Walker and Armstrong, 0p. cit., p. \5,
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4.3. .l.4 Environmental Pol ìution

Conceptual ly, environmental pol lution or contamination is much I ike

health. Deriving justifiabìe measures of its value is extremely diffi-

cult and subject to question. ln the case of pesticide container dis-

posal , contami nati on of water tabl es i s a major concern. Therefore a

measure which reflects the wiììingness-to-pay for a safe water supply is

required. Again, due to the spatial location of the container disposal

problem, the rural population will bear the costs associated with

groundwater contami nation"

lf farm wells become contaminated,

fected farms. The proxy for the value

tion therefore may be the reduction of

I i es not hav i ng to " iinpor t" water .

water must be transported to af-

of reduc i ng env i ronmenta ì po I ì u-

gosts resul ti ng from farm fami -

The measurement of envi ronmental pol I ut i on costs i s:

EP=CDxFPOP

where: EP = cost of environmental poì lution
CD = average cost of water deì ivery/farm

FPOP = total number of f arms in l'lanitoba

There are two approaches which might be taken to estimate the aver-

age cost of farm water del iveri. The first, and most obvious, approach

wou ld requ i re that pr ivate rr\^rater truckersrr be surveyed, and an "average

tr i p'r be der i ved. S i nce most farms no I onger requ i re that water be

trucked in, this estimate wouìd not reflect the economies of scale which

would exist if the practise were widespread. Therefore, the second ap:
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proach may be of interest. lt is possibìe that milk pick-up and deliv-

ery costs more closely represent the costs which wouìd exist if water

shipment was widespread. Since mi lk del ivery encompasses a wide range

of regions and a large number of pick-up sites, for a comparable commod-

i ty, th i s may be a more su i tab l e proxy.

4.3.'|.5 Recycling

lf recycl ing became a merit want, given the current mix of pesti-

cide containers, metal containers would be a significant source of re-

cycìable material. lndeed, there presently exists a market for scrap

metaì. However, most metal containers are not soìd by farmers as scrap,

therefore, this scrap value is not perceived by consumers (¡f it is per-

ceived, it is considered to be insignificant). As a resuìt,. if the

scrap materiaì were recycled there would be a benefit to society not ex-

pl icit in an individual's consumption decision.

A proxy value for this benefit is this:

R 5p :r Qw

where: = revenues derived from the sale of scrap materials
= price per tonne of scrap materiaì
= as defined previously

Al though p'lastics can conceivably recycìed, the necessary technolo-

gy is not presently avai lable in Western Canada, therefore the scrap

price and container weight should be expressed in terms of metal con-

tainers. The scrap price of metal can be based upon the value of scrap

metal upon del ivery to the faci I ity in Selkirk

R

SP

Qw
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4.3.1.6 Administrative and Capital Expenditures

One group of costs which have not been considered are those costs

associated with the provision of a pubì ic good. Cìearly, these expendi-

tures are of significance, and are not captured in the marketplace. lf

these costs hrere not considered, the option of government investment,

for exampìe, might be perceived as being a better pol icy tooì than ¡t

really is.

ta kes

ture

cos t

ple.

As d i scussed i n Chapter Three, government i nvestment typi cal I y

the form of investment in education or a faciìity. lf an expendi-

on education were made it could either be measured directìy, or the

approximated based upon agricultural extension programs, for exam-

ln thè case of faciìity provision, expenditure estimates (for capi-

tal outlay and maintenance) can be based upon the costs associated with

similar facil ities in other ìocales. (lt should be noted that the meas-

ures ìocales.38

4 2 I nternaì Costs and Benefits

The distributional impacts of impìementing a poì icy are often sig-

nificant and therefore must be considered by poìicy analysts. The dis-

tribution of costs and benefits is of interest especially if they are

not alìocated to the same segments of society. ln the case of pesticide

container disposal, a tax, for example, could be imposed upon various

38 lt should be noted that the measures of average cost for sol id waste
disposal and I itter col lection impl icitly incorporate the administra-
tive costs associated with them.

3
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groups to finance therrclean-up'r of an on-farm problem. Whether or not

the resulting distribution of costs and benefits is desirable, the dis-

tribution is of significance and therefore must be considered.

I nternal costs and benef i ts can be divided i nto two groups: short-

term structural adjustment costs, and long-term or permanent costs.3e

\.3"2"1 Short-Term Structural Adjustment Costs

Clearìy, the range of short-term structural adjustments requi red

wi I T depend upon the pol icy mechanism implemented. However, there are

two variables which shouìd be considered regardless of the policy option

chosen.

The imp.ìementation of any given policy might result in a change in

a consumer's consumpt¡on decision. The most obvious effect which might

be observed is a change in demand resulting from a change in the price

of a commodity. lf the impact of such a price change must be deter-

mined, the price eìasticity of demand must be known. Simi larly, a

change in the demand for pesticide may be a result of a change in the

convenience of container disposal. For example, if a regulation requir-

ing that pesticide containers be returned to a special depot were adopt-

êd, consumers wouìd ìose disposal convenience. Thus, the importance a

consumer pìaces on disposal convenience must be determined, as must the

sensitivity of demand to changes in convenience. However, these impacts

can only be estimated if the price and convenience elasticities of de-

mand are known. Analysts therefore, have the option of either utilizing

DcE39 0 1978, op. cit., p. 88
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demand studies previously undertaken, oF estimating the demand for

pesticides themselves.

The second internal effect which must be considered is the effect

on cost of changing the mix of container types. lf it can be assumed

that the existing mix of container types is the lowest cost mix, then

any change wi I ì increase costs to the chemical manufacture. The meas-

urement of this cost change should be straight forward. Expl icitly:

cHtx = [cP-(PP) + cA.(PA)] [cP " (PP) + cA. (PA) ]

where: Cl1 lX = cost change due to the new pesticide
container-type mix
cost of pìastic containers
percentage of pì ast i c conta i ners i n the mi x
cost of metal containers
percentage of metal containers in the mix
time period

The cost var i ab I es i ncorporate the expenses

CP

PP

ct4
Ptl
t

mus t

itseìf,

assoc i ated not on I y

and storage costs as-wi th the conta i ner but also the handl ing,

soc i ated wi th i ts use.

\.3.2.2 Long-Term or Permanent Costs and Benefits

0nce the shocks of the short-term adjustments have been feìt, it is

likely that a number of permanent effects wilì be observable. For exam-

ple, if pesticide demand decreases, the indirect results might include

increased unemployment in various sectors of the economy such as the

container manufacturing industry or chemicaì formulation industry. ln

short, ßultipì ier effects shouìd be anticipated if pesticide demand is

relatively price elastic. Clearly, these effects are difficult to esti-

ma te.
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Also of significance are long-term, dírect costs. Two examples of

these costs are of particular importance. ln order to completeìy exam-

ine the integrated container disposaì option, it is necessary to consid-

er the benefit to consumers of pesticides, of a subsidized interest

rate. Recal l, the integrated pol icy option incorporated a low-interest

short-term loan to aìleviate cash flow problems which might occur due to

a deposit requirement. This benefit can be measured by:

stB (Dxq¡ XN
ß

where: S I B

D

a

= subsidized interest benefit
= depos i t/conta i ner requ i red
= number of containers of pesticide used,/annum
= market interest rate - interest rate charged
= number of days of the promissory noten

The other exampìe of a long-term direct cost is also related to the

use of a deposit-refund, oF deposit-refund based poì icy" Clearìyo if

the users of agricuìturaì chemicals are required to pay a deposit on the

pesticide containers used, these funds are unavailable to the user until

the containers are returned for a refund. ln shorto the opportunity

cost of the depos i t shou I d be cons i dered .

4.4 CALCULAT I ON OF NET SOC I AL BENEF I TS

The procedures discussed in the preceding section of this chapter

provide anaìysts wi th a stream of costs and benef i ts, and associated,

known, probabi I ity distributions. Given this information, the calcula-

tion of net social benefits is a mechanical procedure.
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Quite simply, the procedure requires that the expected costs and

benefits enumerated are multipl ied by the probabi ì ity of an outcome.

The expected gains or losses associated with he status quo are then sub-

tracted from the expected gains or losses associated with the implemen-

tation of a policy. This is then repeated for all policy options con-

sidered under different assumptions about the probabi I ity of an outcome

occuring (".g. mean, mode, median). Hathematicalìy, this can be ex-

pressed as fol lows:

(Po sw PsaSW) + (Po H

PsoR)
E"H) + (Po lR hEP)(PoL - PsqL) +

+ (P.R -

where: Po
Þrfe
SW

L

probab i I i ty of the outcome under the po I i cy opt i on
probabiìity of the outcome under status quo
cost of sol id waste disposal of spent pesticide
conta i ners
cost of litter coì.lection and disposal attiibutable
to pesticide containers
expend i ture on hea I th care
cost of environmental poìlution
revenues derived from the sale of scrap metaìs

H

EP

R

Subsequent to the above procedure, the social desirability of each

pol icy option (under varying assumptions) can be defined. The poì icy

most desirabìe, witl be the policy with the largest net sociaì benefit;

based on this criteria, the pol icy options can be ranked. The final

choice of poì icy instrument is then based upon this ranking subject to

the internal effects generated.
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4 5 SUI'1I1ARY

The process of risk benefit analysis can be easily summarized:a0

Aì I benef i c i aì and adverse consequences that mi ght ar i se due to

the implementation of a poì icy must be enumerated,

The probability that the consequences wilì occur must be estimat-

êd,

3. The

2

be

costs and benefits to society, should the events occur, must

estimated,

expected loss or gain associated with a possibìe consequence

be calculated by multiplying the amount of the loss or gain

4. The

must

by

5" The

be

the probabi I i ty that i t wi I ì be real ized,

expected net benefits of the implementation of a pol icy must

determined by summing the resulting gains or ìosses.

This process requires

poì icy option, as wel I as

costs and benef i ts.

the assessment of

the enumerat i on,

the r i sks assoc i ated wi th a

and estimation of reìevant

ln the case of pesticide container control, the first process that

must oecur is the description of the pesticide container disposaì sys-

tem" ln other words, an event tree defining therrsystemrrand its compo-

neRts must be defined. Upon establ ishing the event tree it is necessary

to estimate the probabi ì ¡ties associated with each decision I ink. This

process is, perhaps, the most difficult. The estimation of costs and

benefits requires the use of proxies which represent the wi I ì ingness-to-

pay. 0nce the appropriate proxies are defíned, the mechanical process

40 Fischhoff, 0p" cit., p. 178.
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of determining net social benefits can take place. Only by understand-

ing the requirements of risk benefit analysis is it possible to assess

it as a decision making tool. By examining risk benefit anaìysis

through the problem of pesticide container disposal, this becomes possi-

b le.
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Chapter V

CONCLUS I ONS AND RECOI4I,1ENDATI ONS

5 1 INRODUCTION

The stated object ives of th i s thes i s were to exami ne the appl i ca-

bility of risk benefit anaìysis in relation to other methodologies used

to support publ ic anaìysis, and to i I lustrate the appì icabi I ity in a

real worìd situation. The next section of this chapter wi I I focus on

the data requirements and information content of risk benefit analysis,

whi le the final section wi I ì recommendations regarding the potentiaì of

risk benfit anaìysis as a decision making tooì.

5 2 RISK BENEFIT ANALYSIS ASA DEC IS ION-I4AK ING TOOL

One purpose of any decision making tool is the reduction of the

ì ikel ihood of committing regulatory false-positive and false-negative

errors. ln the first case, a poìiey is implemented when the problem for

which it is aimed does not exist; in the other case, a policy is not im*

plemented when the conditions exist which would require pol icy action.

Clearly, these errors impose costs on society. To assist decision mak-

ers in avoiding these errors, information is required. lnformation,

however, is not costless. ln the case of the pesticide container dis-

posal, a problem of unknown magnitude and impact exists. To determine

the appropriate response to this problem, information is required re-
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gard¡ng its nature and severity. The search for information should be

stopped when the marginal cost of the information search is equal to the

marginal benefit of the increased body of knowledge.r ln short, a deci-

sion making tool should be evaluated in terms of the information it pro-

vides relative to the costs of obtaining that information.

Risk benefit airalysis provides decision makers with a range of in-

formation not generated by other decision making tools. ln particular,

it includes and provides a greater range of information than does con-

ventional cost benefit anaìysis. The risk assessment component of risk

benefit analysis provides the probabi I ity distributions associated with

costs and benefits, enabì ing an analyst to more cìosely scrutinize a

problem than conventional cost benefit anaìysis al lows. I t therefore,

is more suitabìe to providing a spectrum of results (which is rnore real-

istic given avai ìabìe data).. benefit analysis al lows. However, it is a

significantly more costly process than cost benefit analysis. Qne means

of assessing risk benefit analysis is to consider its performance under

a variety of scenarios when juxtaposed with cost benefit analysis. The

pesticide container problem supplies two such general scenarios (and a

number of minor ones).

I George J. stigler, rrthe Economics of lnformation", Journal of pol iti-
cal Economy, Vol . 69, June 1961, p. 216.
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5"3 TH! PESTICID! CONTAINER DISPOSAL PROBLEI4

The pesticide container disposal problem is one of unknown magni-

tude or impact. The most current information avai lable suggests that

fewer than fifty percent of pesticide users properìy rinse spent chemi-

cal containers and that unrinsed pesticide containers are unsuitable for

disposal at municipal landfi I I sites.2 Unfortunately, I ittle is known of

the health effects associated with improper container disposal. Thus,

the pesticide container disposal problem may be either a sol id waste

problem with a hazardous waste component or a hazardous waste probìem

with a sol id waste component. lf the above statistic is correct (ie.

5O?4 of containers are properìy rinsed) there is a signíficant probabili-

ty that the probìem is one of hazardous waste. ln any case, however,

the risks associated with the pesticide container disposal problem are

not clearly percieived.

ln one case the pesticide container disposal problem may be a haz-

ardous waste probìem. Under this scenario, risk benefit analysis and

cost benefit analysis are likely to provide different rankings of policy

aì ternatives. For example, di rect reguìation wi I I appear to be a more

favourabìe pol icy aìternative under cost benefit analysis than risk ben-

efit analysis. Quite simpìy, under cost benefit anaìysis, the probabil-

ity of individuaìs complying with the regulation is unknown. The degree

to which the ranking generated wiìl differ, will depend upon the nature

of.the probabiìity distributions observed in the risk assessment compo-

nent of risk benefit analysis. Deposit-refund systems are ìikely to be

z llan i toba Env i ronmenta I

Harr is and llorrow, 0p.
Flanagement Serv i ces , 0p.
c i t. , pp. 305:307 .
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ranked differently under the two regimes as well. ln this case, because

a deposit-refund system approach to the pesticide container disposal

problem requires additionaì container handling, there is an increased

risk of exposure to pesticide residuals. The severity of this exposure

wiìl be a function of the probability of exposure, and the dose-response

reìationship. Cost-benefit analysis is unabìe to capture these varia-

tions; risk benefit analysis requires the expì icit consideration of

these factors. ln light of this, cost benefit anaìysis will result in a

deposit-refund system being ranked higher than it might be under risk

benefit analysis.

The alternative scenario is one in which the pesticide container

problem is a I itter problem. ln this case, the resulting pol icy rank-

ings should be very similar if not identical. However, the cost of ar-

riving at that ranking via risk benefit analysis is greater than the

cost of arriving there via cost benefit analysis. This is, quite sim-

ply, due to the risk assessment component of risk benefit analysis.

ln short, poì icies which, when implemented, alter the risk of mor-

bidity or mortal ity, should be assessed under the regime of cost benefit

analysis. To implement cost benefit analysis in the cases is to in-

crease the risk of faìse negative and faìse positive errors. This rule

is not, however, operational.

Freeman suggests that rrthe universal core of truthrr in the cost

benefit approach is that society should be economicaì about its choices

of environmental objectives.3 This "core of truthl can also be appl ied

A. llyrich Freeman lll, "Air
sues in Environmental þ!-þy,

Pol lution Pol icy",
Portney, (Bal timore:

and [,Jater
ed. Pau I

Current I s-3

ì00

Resour ces



to the choice of decision making framework. ln short, is risk benefit

analysis cost effective? Clearly, risk benefit analysis reduces the

chance of decision makers making false negative or faìse positive er-

rors, at a cost. The value of the required information search will de-

pend upon whether a smalì population is exposed to a larger risk (or a

ìarge population is exposed to a smalì risk) or a smaìl risk. The larg-

er the r i sk, or the affected popul at i on, the greater the savi ngs from

the search process.a As stated previousìy, the optimal level of informa-

tion will have been colìected when the marginal cost associated with the

collection of the information is equaì to the marginal benefit reduction

of the risk of faìse positive or false negative errors.

Given the synergistic effects impl icit in the pesticide container

disposal problem, rrfuìl-dr,ess" risk benef it analy'sis wilì be an expen-

sive procedure. As stated earl ier, Lhe assessment of the hazards asso-

ciated with all combinations of agricuìturaì chemicals under alì scenar-

ios is impractieaì. The information search must, to a ìarge degree,

rely upon expert opinion as an indicator of risks. Therefore, âñ in-

creased ìevel of scientific uncertainty must be recognized.

Since the pesticide container disposaì problem is not clearly de-

fined, in terms of mortal ity and morbidity effects, Fisk benefit is the

most appropriate decision-making framework avai lable. Quite simply,

cost benefit analysis is more I ikely to lead to an inappropriate action,

or to inaction"

For the Future, 1978) ,

Stigler, 0p. cit., p"

p. 19"

4 219 "
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ln sum, risk benefit anaìysis provides a vast array of valuable in-

formation unavai lable through any other decision making technique. How-

ever, due to the synergistic nature of many environmental problems,

I'full dressrranalysis is ne¡ther feasible nor cost effective,. ln cases

where these synerg i st i c effects are observab I e, a restr i cted form of

risk benefit analysis can be utilized. Under information search re-

strictions, risk benefit analysis is an appropriate decision making tool

for problems such as the pesticide container disposal problem.

lf an empirical risk benefit anaìysis were to be under taken for

the pesticide container disposal problem, a wide body of data would be

required. The data base required would have to encompass the physical

and technicaì aspects of the container disposal probìem necessary to

preform a risk assessment study. Further, the. data .base would have to

encompass the costs and benefits, both internal and external, associated

with an action. Only once the data have been acquired, and the ssociat-

ed probabílity distributions have been determined, can the baìancing of

r i sks, costs, and benef i ts take pl ace.

5 4 RECOI\I4ENDAT IONS

ln many respects, risk benefit anaìysis is simply a weighted form

of cost benefit analysis, where the weights are the probabilit¡es of an

event occuring. Aìthough no formal risk benefit analysis exists, as

stated previousìy, i t general ly invoìves the balancing of the costs,

benefits and risks of a proposed regulation or policy. ln short, it is

an appropriate decision making tool in many risk situations as, for ex-

ample, when life and limb are at stake.
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This study has examined risk benefit analysis in the context of the

problem of pesticide container disposal. ln doing so, many of the limi-

tations of risk benefit analysis were made visibìe. ln an effort to

I'breach these gaps" the foìlowing recommendations are made for future

praetioners of risk benefit anaìysis:

The search for information shouìd be sequential in order to avoid

unnecessary expenditures. This is especialìy true for the risk

assessment component of r i sk benef i t ana I ys i s.

- ln the case of the disposal of pesticide container disposal,

the risk assessment process should initial ly involve only a re-

view of I iterature and sol icitation of expert opinion. Also,

an attempt to determine the physical magnitude of the problem

should be undertaken. Such a study should include observation

of actual disposal practises, measurement of pesticide residue

in a randomly seìected discarded pesticide containers and an

attempt to estimate the number of pesticide users tr ipìe or

pressure r i ns i ng spent eonta i ners. Such an undertak i ng woul d

be of low cost and would provide valuable information. Shouìd

these sources suggest that no hea I th or env i ronmenta I prob I em

exist, probability distributions shouìd be based upon these

sources. Conversely, if a problem is perceived, an epidemiolo-

gical study should be undertaken. I n short, rather than under-

tak i ng cost I y, and soph i st i cated stud i es at the outset of the

risk assessment process, basic indicators shouìd f¡rst be exam-

i ned.
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2 Al ì pol ¡cy recommendations should be accompanied by an enumera-

tion of the internal effects generated by the implementation of a

pol icy, and a statement of the level of confidence an analyst

places in the data used.

- The internaì effects resulting from the implementation of a

pol icy may significantly affect the desirabi I ity of that pol i-

cy. For example, if a cradìe-to-grave manifest system urere im-

pìemented to deaì with container control, the agricuìtural

chemical retai I sector would bear the bulk of the administra-

t i ve costs. Such a d i str i but i on of costs may be deemed unac-

ceptable, thus should accompany any pol icy recommendations pre-

sented.

- Pol icy analysts must be careful not to promise more certainty

than they can'del iver, s therefore, the confidence they place in

theii data is of signif icance. Since the anaìysis of the pes-

ticide container disposal problem requires the use of expert

opinion to derive probabi I ity distributions, ìess confidence

can be expressed than if scientific or empirical evidence

formed the i nformat i on base.

Anaìysts must fuì ly understand the system and sub-systems of in-

terest prior to defining the parameters of the problems solution

set .

- The decision which is crucial to the analysis of the pesticide

contaíner disposal problem is the rinse decision. lt is con-

ceivabìe that an analyst might mistakenly choose the disposaì

decision as the vital one" Such a choice would significantly

3

5 Fischhoff, 0p.cit., p. 188.
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4

al ter the range of relevant pol icy options, and thus jeopardize

the cho i ce of an appropr i ate po I i cy .

The status quo must be included in the I ist of pol icy alterna-

tives considered, either implicitìy or explicitly.

- lf no health or environmentaì problem is found to be related to

pesticide containers, the costs of implementing a poì icy might

not be merited. ln short, no action might become the best ac-

tion.

The method risk benefit analysis must remain flexibìe.

- Risk-benefit analysis shouìd not be thought of as a "cookbook

approach to problem solving", rather it should be thought of as

a decision making paradigm. Because no two problems are iden-

tical, there can be no one approach which is appropr¡ate in

every case. Therefore, practioners of risk benefit analysis

must attempt to develop an approach which is suited to the

problem at hand rather than attempt to develop the probìem to

suit a specific risk benefit framework.

5
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